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WORD-FREQUENCY LISTS OF THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS OF THE 
HAITIAN-LANGUAGE BIBLE (OFFICIAL SPELLING SYSTEM) 
This is the twenty-second in a series of studies concerning Haiti, its history, culture, and 
language, to be made available on a non-profit basis through the University of Kansas Institute 
of Haitian Studies. Contained here are two complementary Word-Frequency Lists: the first with 
each term found in the official-spelling 1999 Haitian-language Bible (Old and New Testaments) 
arranged in alphabetical order with its number of occurrences; and the second with the same 
terms, but arranged in descending order of frequency. The first List is valuable especially for 
indicating preferred usage, and the second especially for identifying essential themes. As the 
Haitian language—which finally began to find its written form only some 60 years ago—is now 
coming of age, it is important that more and more basic material be prepared in order better to 
ascertain its true parameters. To date the largest single body of literature published in the 
language is this 1,607-page Bib la: Pawôl Bondye an Ayisyen (Port-au-Prince: Société Biblique 
Haïtienne, 1999). It is a reworking using the official orthography of the 1985 version which was 
in the now-outmoded Pressoir-Faublas spelling system. 
* * * 
The Haitian-language Bible was created over the course of sixteen years principally by a Port-au-
Prince team of four Haitian scholars, translating the Hebraic Bible for the Old Testament, and 
the Greek text for the New Testament. The group was led by Father Roger Désir, a Protestant 
Episcopal priest who for a number of years has served as tutor concerning the fine points of the 
language for many Haitians writing in their true language. Father Désir also served as final 
authority for many a contentious entry for Dr. Jowel Laguerre and myself while preparing our 
Haitian-English Dictionary, Pauris Jean-Baptiste is a Protestant minister renowned as the author 
of no less than nine novels in Haitian, especially Sogo nan Kwazman Granchimin, Peyi Zoulout, 
Deblo, and above all for his prize-winning Nan Lonbray Inosans; as well as of several collections 
of poetry such as Chouichoui Granchimin and Lavi an Miyèt. Edner Jeanty is also a Protestant 
minister, author of Man Lé, Sa ou di pou sa?; a bilingual Haitian dictionary, a method book for 
learning the language, and especially his and Carl Brown's classic Paral Granmoun: 999 Haitian 
Proverbs in Creole and English, Last but certainly not least of the four-man team was Carrie 
Paultre (1924-1999), an agronomist by training who was enlisted by the legendary H. Ormonde 
McConnell in 1963 to edit a monthly Haitian-language journal to provide useful as well as 
interesting material intended especially for adults who had recently learned to read. Thus from 
1964 until 1992 appeared the monthly Boukan, with the great majority of the writing done by its 
editor. Most notable were the installments, chapter by chapter, of Carrie Paultre's fifteen novels, 
among the most outstanding being Amar ant, Kote Wout la ye?, Mànwela, Woch nan Solèy, and 
above all, Tonton Liben. 
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It would be difficult to assemble a more knowledgeable team not only of Haitians natif-natal, but 
ones more thoroughly versed in the intricacies of the Haitian language. Therein lies an essential 
importance of the present documents. Compared to French and English, Haitian as a written 
language is still in its infancy, and even many common words have multiple forms. But which 
is the preferred form? What criteria exist up until now, other than purely impressionistic ones? 
The present Frequency Lists can go far in serving as a path-breaking initial guide. The four 
Haitian scholars described above, while setting forth a masterful translation of the Bible, have at 
the same time set forth the forms of their native language which they collectively deem to be 
most appropriate, the ones most readily used and understood by the majority of their monolingual 
readers and listeners. They have thus created not only a religious monument, but a linguistic one 
as well. 
# * # 
All this data would be difficult if not impossible to analyze, however, without a methodical 
cataloguing of the terms used. Thus Jim Ross, an American scholar of the Haitian language as 
well as a computer expert, has created a 1,584-page concordance of both the Old and New 
Testaments of the 1999 Bible in Haitian. A native-born Kansan, he first went to Haiti in 1990, 
fell in love with the country and its people like so many of us, and then after graduation from 
Kansas' Sterling College in 1993, returned to Haiti where in Pasbwadom, in the Department of 
the South, he directed for six years a well-digging program called Dlo pou Lavi an Ayiti, as well 
as conducting a school. Convinced that much more published material in the Haitian language 
was needed, he returned to Kansas and is now collaborating with the University of Kansas 
Institute of Haitian Studies. His massive concordance of the Bible in Haitian, using the official 
spelling system, consists of four thick volumes printed in small characters, with three columns 
per page, which will eventually be published as funding becomes available, with at present only 
a separate concordance of the New Testament being published. Meanwhile, as a by-product of 
the main concordance proper, he has prepared the present Frequency Lists of the total vocabulary 
of both the Old and New Testaments, which can obviously be of interest to Biblical scholars, but 
also to linguists studying not only the relative importance of a given term as judged by its 
frequency, but the preferred form of the word as defined by four of the main experts of the 
language. For example, which is preferable: anvan or avan; chonje or sonje; keksyon, kestyon, 
kesyon or kèsyon; kôrnanse, konmanse or koumanse; monte or moutel For a language to stabilize, 
a norm must be established for at least its most commonly used terms. The present document 
is a great step forward in this direction. 
In the concordance to the entire Bible in Haitian, as well as in the one to the New Testament 
alone, certain ultra-common terms (e.g., a, ak, an, ap) were not concorded in order to save space 
and thus expense; in the two present Word-Frequency Lists, however, all terms appear with their 
frequency. 
In 1989 Professor Pierre Vernet and I published a Dictionnaire Préliminaire des Fréquences de 
la Langue Créole Haïtienne (Port-au-Prince: Centre de Linguistique Appliquée de l'Université 
d'Etat d'Haïti, pp. 134) where 50 illiterates, 25 secondary-school students, and 5 Haitian graduate 
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students in linguistics were asked to classify a basic corpus of Haitian words into just four 
categories: very commonly used terms, less commonly used terms, terms rarely encountered, and 
words entirely unknown to the majority of the respondents. This listing, though of interest, is 
in no way as precise as the data contained in the present Frequency Lists. 
As noted at the end of the alphabetical Frequency List (page 51) and again at the end of the 
Frequency List by descending order (page 100), of the total number of 907,952 words used in 
the Haitian-language Bible, there are supposedly only a total of 7,156 different words which make 
up its vocabulary. Of these, 2,326 are nonce words, i.e., words occurring only once in an entire 
text. These consist to a great extent of proper names contained in the often rather detailed 
lineages common especially to the Old Testament, and which when transliterated from the 
original Hebrew could be expressed in more than one way. Taking examples from only the first 
letter of the alphabet, we find: Abigayel and Abigayèl; Abimelèk and Abimèlèk; Achabna, 
Achabneja, Achabnya and Achabya; Amiyel mdAmiyèl; Amiyou, Amiyoub and Amiyoud; Amram 
and Amran; Anab and Anad; Ananeel and Ananeyèl; Apachab and Apachad; Apolos and Apolos; 
Atagzesès and Atagzèsès; Azareèl, Azareyèl and Azariyèl; Azeka and Azèka; Azriyèl and Azryèl. 
Thus what would normally result in a real count of only fourteen words, is counted for a total 
of thirty-two different words. Similarly there are a few other irregularities or misprints which 
become apparent with the aid of a concordance or frequency list, such as amplwaye (2 
occurrences) and anplwaye (11 occurrences), ankadreman (52 occurrences) and ankadrèman (1 
occurrence), apre (1,963 occurrences) and aprè (10 occurrences), jodi (1 occurrence) and jôdi 
(375 occurrences), konmanse (238 occurrences) and koumanse (1 occurrence), montre (3 
occurrences) and montre (516 occurrences), remet (1 occurrence) and renmèt (191 occurrences), 
veso (79 occurrences) and vèso (1 occurrence). Obviously the team of four translators did not 
have at their disposal a concordance or frequency list, and it is hoped that in the next edition of 
Bib la these inconsistencies can now be resolved. 
On the whole, however, these small problems in no way lessen from a linguistic point of view 
the value of the present study, since—except in the case of certain rare proper names—the 
frequencies bear eloquent testimony to the preferred form, e.g., konmanse (238 occurrences) vs. 
koumanse (1 occurrence). For the common proper names, the only consistent irregularity which 
we have noted is Danyèl rather than Dànyèl—since the first syllable is not intended to be 
pronounced as a nasal vowel. 
A surprising element which becomes apparent here is the words in Bib la which do not 
occur—information which only a concordance/frequency list could reliably furnish. To take only 
the first page of the alphabetical List, one notes at least ten rather common words which are 
absent: abandon, abandonnen, abat, abite, abize, abode, abondons, abouti, absan, adapte. What 
other terms are absent? What Biblical and linguistic observations can be gleaned here? 
* * * 
As for the second Word-Frequency List presented here, with terms arranged in descending order 
of frequency, one of the chief maxims of the famous Swiss psychologist and psychiatrist Carl 
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Jung (1875-1961) is that an accurate key to understanding a patient consists of what he/she talks 
about most, regardless of what is said about the specific subject. In a similar vein is the often 
quoted saying by France's celebrated poet Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867): "Pour deviner Fame 
d'un poète, ou du moins sa principale préoccupation, cherchons dans ses œuvres quel est le mot 
ou quels sont les mots qui s'y représentent avec le plus de fréquence. Le mot traduira 
l'obsession! " ("In order to unravel the soul of a poet, or at least his principal preoccupation, seek 
out which is the word or which are the words in his works which occur with the greatest 
frequency. The word will reveal the obsession!") 
The five nouns which occur most frequently here are moun (16,422), Bondye (8,070), Senyè 
(7,369), peyi (5,647), and pitit (4,916). What does this tell us about the essentials of the Bible? 
The five most frequently used proper nouns, after Bondye, are Izrayèl (2,704), Jezi (2,173 -
including Jezikri and Kris), David (1,092), Moyiz (971), and Jerizalem (965). 
As for pronouns, mwen (24,589 - including m, m'a, m'ap, mape and mapral) occurs quite 
frequently, more often than nou (22,629 - including n, n a and nap) and ou (19,430 - including 
w'a, w'al, w'ap, w'ava and w'aval). Li (41,386 - including /, Val, Vale and Vap) would combine 
with the verb meaning "to read," but is almost certainly the most frequent of the pronouns. Yo 
(54,573 - including y, y'a, y'al, y'ale and y'ap) is the most frequently used word form in the 
entire Bible, but its meaning here is inconclusive since it can of course also indicate the plural 
marker. To study these last two, one will have to await the publication of the full concordance. 
Similarly, the form for many verbs coincides with that of a noun (e.g., je - 17,486, can also 
indicate "iron"; manje - 1,605, can be both "to eat" and "food"). Other verbal forms coincide 
with adjectival forms (e.g., ba - 1,746; di - 8,846). Obviously, given the number of homonyms 
in Haitian, frequency lists can serve only as an often useful adjunct to a concordance. 
Nevertheless the descending-order frequency list can highlight certain features which would 
otherwise be difficult to notice. Lanmou (5 occurrences) is in the category of rare words, but is 
offset by renmen (1,019) - but which is far less frequent a term than touye (1,710). Ke (1,538) 
occurs more than ko (1,120) - and ko might on occasion be used as a reflexive pronoun. Gason 
(2,307) is far more frequent than fi (563). Bon (2,048) is far more frequent than move (775) or 
mechan (397). Why is chante (11 - including lachante) so relatively rare a term? Why does 
pisans (as well as pwisans) never occur? Is it true that the Haitian language makes little use of 
adjectives? The uses of frequency lists, just as the uses of concordances, are limited only by the 
imagination of the user. 
Other observations can be made from this second Frequency List by looking at its end rather than 
at its beginning. Of the total number of 7,156 different words, there are 2,326 terms which occur 
only once, 971 occurring twice, 477 occurring three times, 359 occurring four times, and 223 
occurring five times. These low-frequency words come to a total of 4,356, and consist to a rather 
large extent of proper names, vagaries of spelling, and of numbers. Thus one is tempted to state 
that the effective vocabulary of the Bible in Haitian consists of a mere 2,800 words (7,156 minus 
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4,356). Taking as a comparative figure, the total vocabulary of the complete theater and poetry 
of Jean Racine is 4,088 terms (cf. Bryant Freeman and Alan Batson, Concordance du Théâtre et 
des Poésies de Jean Racine, Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1968, volume II, page 1,451) 
and subtracting the number of terms occurring five times and less, one arrives at the figure of 
2,221, thus an effective vocabulary for Racine of 1,867 words. A tenet of French literary 
criticism is that Racine used only an extremely basic vocabulary to create what is universally 
considered a masterpiece of French classicism. Similarly, the translators here have used almost 
as basic a word stock, - 2,800 terms - in their masterful rendering of the Bible into the Haitian 
language. Their aim obviously is clarity, in order that as many as possible can grasp the 
messages of Christianity. 






A abîmèlèk abinadab 




aa 22 abiram 
aaa 2 abital 
aava 3 abitan 
aba 2 abitid 
abadon 1 abitoub 
abakik 2 abitye 
aban 1 abiya 
abana 1 abiye 
abarim 5 abiyèl 
abasinya 1 abiyou 
abaya 1 abiyoud 
abda 2 abnè 
abdeyèl 1 abô 
abdi 3 aboli 
abdon 10 abona 
abdyas 9 about 
abdyèl 1 abram 
abèdnego 13 abraram 
abèl 15 abrèk 
abèl-bèt-maka 4 absalon 
abèl-chitim 1 absans 
abèl-mayim 1 absolon 
abèl-meola 
co abwona 
abèz 1 abya 
abi 1 abyalbon 
abib 5 abyata 
abichag 5 abyazaf 
abichay 1 abyezè 
abichayi 28 acha 
abichou 4 achabna 
abichwa 7 achabneja 
abida 2 achabnya 
abidan 4 achabya 
abigal 1 achan 
abigayel 1 achárela 
abigayèl 16 achbadana 
abigayil 4 achbèl 
abija 26 achbo 
abijam 7 achdôd 
abijayil 1 achera 
abikayil 4 achikam 
abil 3 achima 
abimayèi 2 achip 



















































adonija 33 agrandi 
adonikam 3 agripa 
adoniram 2 agzib 
adonisedèk 3 agzid 
adopte 3 aja 
adoram 5 ajalon 
adorayim 1 ajan 
adore 162 ajat 
adoulam 11 ajaza 
adoumen 1 aje 
adoumim 1 ajenou 
adouram 2 aji 
adrak 2 ajija 
adramelèk 3 ajisman 
adramit 1 ajôch 
adriyèl 2 ajôk 
adwat 27 ajoute 
adwaz 1 ak 
adye 4 aka 
adyèl 3 akab 
aewopaj 3 akad 
afaksad 2 akalya 
afaras 1 akan 
afarayim 1 akanj 
afasak 1 akatan 
afasatak 1 akaykis 
afè 14 akaz 
afèk 7 akazya 
afeka 2 akbô 
afik 1 akchaf 
afos 11 akcham 
afre 1 akelayis 
afya 1 akèldama 
aga 30 aki 
agaba 2 akich 
agabis 2 akichaka 
agad 1 akija 
agadôl 1 akijo 
agag 12 akikam 
aganman 1 akila 
agat 3 akilas 
age 1 akiloud 
agi 2 akim 
agija 2 akiman 
agit 5 akimas 
agôb 4 akimaz 














































































































































































































anfle 12 anpil 
anfom 10 anpile 
anfounen 1 anplas 




angedi 6 anplwaye 
angrese 8 anplyatis 
anhan 10 anpwazonnen 
ani 3 anraje 
anim 1 anrasinen 
aniyèl 1 anrimon 
ankadreman 52 ansanm 
ankadrèman 1 ansante 
ankè 2 ansasen 
ankèt 4 ansasinen 
ankô 2476 ansent 
ankôlè 72 answit 
ankoli 2 ansyen 
ankouraje 70 ant 
ankourajman 29 antan 
anlè 62 antann 
anma 1 antapwak 
anmè 22 antèman 
anmenmtan 40 antere 
anmize 1 antilôp 
anmon 1 antipas 
anmourèz 10 antipatris 
anmrafèl 2 antô 
anmwe 14 antotija 
ann 272 antou 
annafè 7 antoure 
annanyèl 1 antrav 
annavan 15 antrave 
anndan 199 antravè 
annegad antre 
annik 51 antrèt 
annile 3 antye 
annou 49 antyôch 
anny 1 anvan 
anon 25 anvayi 
anonse 112 anvè 
anoub 1 anverite 
anoun 13 anvi 
anpare 1 anvlop 
anpasan 1 anvye 
anpè 1 anwetan 
anpeche 51 anwo 
anpechman 1 anwogèl 
1798 anyam 1 
31 anyèl 1 
22 anyen 1267 
27 aouzam 1 
20 ap 2 5 5 9 
11 apa 8 6 0 
1 apachab 1 
4 apachad 6 
2 apad 6 
2 apantaj 2 
1 aparans 4 
2240 aparèj 1 
2 aparèy 1 
50 aparisyon 1 
17 apatman 2 
66 apayim 2 
1 ape 1 
48 apeles 1 
96 apeti 1 
241 apik 1 
14 apis 1 
1 apiye 2 2 
1 apiyis 1 
187 apizèz 1 
1 apoloni 1 
1 apolôs 7 
1 apôlôs 6 
62 apolyon 1 
1 apot 112 
134 apral 1 
2 aprale 2 
4 aprann 6 1 
12 apre 1 9 6 3 
2 aprè 10 
661 apremidi 1 2 
1 apse 6 
10 apya 1 
26 apye 14 
555 ar 3 
83 ara 6 
3 arab 5 
2 araba 9 
102 arabi 16 
1 arabik 2 
10 arad 6 
1 arada 2 
300 arafa 7 






















































































































































awôd 4 azazèl baalsefon 3 
awodi 1 azazon-tama 1 baal-tama 1 
awôf 1 azazya 2 baalyada 1 
awogan 45 azbouk 1 baalzeboub 4 
awogans 22 azè 1 baana 1 
awou 2 azebayim 2 baawoun 1 
awoubôt 1 azeka 5 bab 29 
awou m 1 azèka 1 babako 1 
awou ma 1 azèl 6 babèl 2 
awoumaf 1 azelèl-poni 1 babilon 2 
awouz 1 azèm 1 babilôn 374 
awoya 3 azewôt 5 baboukèt 3 
awoyè 17 azgad 4 babye 3 
ay 3 azisa 1 bâcha 27 
ayachtari 1 aziyèl 4 bachan 1 
ayalon 2 azmavèt 9 bachebèt 1 
ayayay 1 azmon 1 bade 1 
ayè 8 aznôt-tabô 1 badè 1 
ayen 2 azô 18 badijonnen 4 
ayezè 4 azô-adata 1 bafon 2 
ayi 35 azôt 1 bag 58 
ayicha 1 azou 3 bagay 2261 
ayiloud 1 azouba 4 ba-jezi 1 
ayiman 3 azô-yitnan 1 bajou 19 
ayin 3 azrikam 8 bak 37 
ayira 4 azriyèl 1 bakbaka 1 
ayiram 1 azryèl 2 bakbouk 2 
ayisamak 3 bakboukya 3 
aza 1 bakonyè 1 
aza-ada 1 JD bakôs 2 
aza-chwal 3 bakoulou 4 
aza-enan 2 ba 1746 bakourim 3 
azaf 2 baal 92 bala 5 
aza-gada 1 baala 1 baladan 2 
azaja 2 baal-amon 1 balak 46 
azalya 1 baalanan 5 balan 1 
azamavèt 1 baalat 1 balans 17 
azan 1 baalat-beyè 1 balanse 21 
azanya 1 baal-azô 1 balaram 78 
azareèl 1 baal-berit 3 balat 4 
azareyèl 5 baal-emon 1 baie 8 
azariyèl 1 baalèmôn 1 balistrad 2 
azarya 53 baal-gad 3 baliz 6 
azaryawou 3 baalis 1 balize 1 
azaryèl 1 baal-meon 2 balkon 1 
azason 2 baal-meyon 2 bamôt 1 
azasousim 1 baal-perazim 4 bamôt-baal 1 
azayèl 27 baal-peyô 4 ban 1295 
6 
baña 10 batimán 
bañabas 44 batime 
banbôch 8 bâtis 
banboche 1 batisman 
banbou 2 batize 
banda 2 bato 
bandi 4 baton 
bandjo 20 batri 
bando 2 bavayi 
bandonnen 2 bave 
banea 3 bawo 
bani 17 bawouk 




bannôt 2 bayé 
banza 52 bayonn 
baourim 2 baz 
bara 1 bazan 
barabas 12 bazann 
barachi 1 bazilayi 
barak 17 bazilik 
barakèl 1 be 
bare 44 bè 
barèd 1 bealôt 
barik 24 bealya 
barikad 1 bebayi 
barikade 1 bebe 
barya 1 bèbè 
baryè 3 becheba 
bas 1 bècheba 




baseja 1 bedeja 
basen 23 beeri 
basin 48 beewôt 
basinen 1 bèf 
baslou 1 bege 
baslout 1 bejalôt 
basmat 7 bejô 
basrak 2 bèk 
bat 412 bekè 
batan 27 bekora 
batay 229 bel 
batayon 7 bela 
batcheba 23 bèlchaza 
batèlmi 4 bèlfi 
batèm 39 bèlmè 
bati 408 bèlsè 



























































































































































































































































bôfi 1 bouklèt 




bokal 1 boul 
bokewou 1 boulanje 
bokit 1 boule 
bokwou 1 boulvès 
bol 43 boulvèse 
bon 2048 bouna 
bon 179 bouni 
bondye 8070 bourad 
bonè 46 bourade 




bonjan 2 bouske 
bonjou 110 bousklle 
bonkou 5 bout 
bonm 2 boutabout 
bonnanj 7 boutèy 
bonne 1 boutik 
bonswa 1 bouton 




bôpè 27 bouyl 




bôs 65 bouzi 
bosal 1 bowôm 
boska 1 boz 
bôt 1 bôz 
boubastis 1 bozès 
bouch 603 bozka 
bouche 57 bozo 
bougonnen 28 bozra 
bouji 1 bra 
boujon 16 branch 
boujonnen 11 branka 
boujounen 1 brannen 
boujounnen 1 bras 
bouk 239 brase 
boukan 15 brasle 
boukannen 6 brav 
boukantay 1 brave 
boukante 4 bravo 
bouke 52 bri 
bouki 7 brid 
boukija 1 bride 
boukle 1 briding 
1 brik 17 
1 brital 5 
1 britalite 4 
14 briz 2 
10 brize 18 
760 bwa 477 
4 bwadchenn 23 
53 bwadorn 3 
1 bwapen 5 
3 bwason 38 
4 bwat 243 
2 bway 9 
176 bwè 441 
2 bweson 23 co bwèsonyè 1 
1 bwete 18 
208 bwi 2 
2 bwôch 1 
33 bwode 27 
2 bwôdè 1 
41 bwonz 4 
1 bwote 24 
4 byen 1972 





2 cha 174 
35 chaalim 1 
1 chabab 1 
1 chabetayi 1 
1 chabon 31 
CO chabrak 1 
82 chabtayi 2 




16 chache 864 
2 chadrak 13 
2 chadwon 6 
11 chaf 2 
1 chafa 2 
7 chafam 1 
5 chafan 26 
135 chafat 5 
CO chagaz 1 
2 chagrén 9 
1 chaj 4 
9 
chaje 88 chase 60 chelomôt 2 
chajman 2 chase 7 cheloumyèl 4 
chak 1151 chasi 1 chema 7 
chai 6 chat 15 chemaja 30 
chalabin 1 chatiman 56 chemarya 4 
chalbari 7 chatre 12 chemaya 13 
chalbim 2 chave 1 chemè 
co 
chalbon 1 chave-kiryatayîm 1 chemebè 1 
chalé 37 chavire 6 chèmèd 2 
chalechèt 1 chawouyèm 1 chemen 368 
chaucha 2 chay 77 chèmèt 3 
chalman 1 chè 53 chemida 3 
chaloum 31 chea-jachoub 1 chemiramôt 2 
cham 2 cheal 1 chemiz 19 
chama 6 chealtyèl 10 chemwèl 1 
chamayi 6 chearya 3 chen 67 
chamcherayi 1 cheba 14 chenaja 1 
chame 2 chebanya 5 chenasa 1 
chami 4 chebanyas 1 chenn 102 
chamlayi 1 chebè 1 chennèt 1 
chamo 65 chebna 9 chepatya 1 
chamout 1 chebwèl 2 chera 1 
chamwa 6 chèch 60 cherebya 7 
chanbrann 7 chechan 4 chéri 1 
chandèl 11 chechayi 
CO
 cheriben 40 
chandelye 1 chechbaza 4 cheta 1 
chanje 190 cheche 75 cheta-boznayi 4 
chanjman 2 chechrès 12 cheva 1 
chankre 8 chedeyou 4 cheve 107 
chanm 155 chef 1597 chez 9 
chanma 3 chefam 3 chibeya 1 
chanmga 2 chefatya 11 chibolèt 1 
chanmot 3 chefatyawou 1 chich 2 
chans 60 chefè 2 chicha 1 
chante 357 chefi 1 chichak 9 
chantye 4 chefo 1 chifi 1 
chaoucha 1 chefoufan 1 chifonnen 1 
chapant 14 chekanya 12 chifra 1 
chape 230 chekèl 2 chiftan 1 
chaplèt 1 chela 16 chikawon 1 
chapo 9 chelak 5 chikô 1 
chara 1 chelèf 2 chilcha 1 
charasima 1 chelèk 1 chilèm 2 
charayi 1 chelemaya 1 chilim 1 
charayim 4 chelemija 1 chilki 2 
charezè 1 chelemya 8 chilman 1 
chari 6 chelomi 1 chima 1 
charité 7 chelomit 9 chimchayi 4 
10 
chimea 2 I choulam 2 | dann 77 
chimeam 1 choumat 1 danre 9 
chirney 2 choumèm 1 danse 48 
chimeya 10 choumèn 1 dantèl 1 
chimeyi 38 chounarn 5 danyèl 74 
chimèyi 7 chounèm 4 daplon 2 
chimkam 2 chouni 2 dapre 516 
chimon 1 choupim 3 dariyis 27 
chimrat 1 chour 2 dat 34 
chimri 4 choutela 2 datan 11 
chimrit 1 chouza 1 davans 42 
chimwon 6 chôv 6 david 1092 
chinawôt 1 chwa 8 de 1211 
chinea 4 chwak 1 dèb 5 
chineab 1 chwal 208 debake 5 
chini 10 chwalbwa 2 debandad 3 
chip 10 chwanm 1 débat 3 
chira 1 chwazi 487 debi 11 
chire 64 chwe 3 deblozay 1 
chita 507 chwèt 2 debôch 4 
chitrayi 1 chwichwi 1 debôde 9 
chiyon 1 chyo 1 debora 12 
cho 56 débouche 1 
choa 1 deboutonnen 1 
choam 1 debouye 1 
c h o b a 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ débranche 3 
chobab 2 dabechèt 1 debyen 13 
chobak 2 dabera 1 dechay 1 
chobal 9 daberat 1 dechennen 2 
chobayi 2 dada 2 dechèpiye 9 
chobèk 1 dadan 1 dechikte 2 
chôche 2 dagon 10 déchire 14 
chôchôt 2 daki 1 dechouke 6 
chodyè 4 dakô 193 dedan 9 
chôdyè 19 dakon 2 dedikas 1 
chofak 2 dal 3 dedomaje 1 
chofe 29 dalfon 1 dedomajman 7 
chômé 3 dalila 13 defann 113 
choni 1 dalmanouta 1 defans 92 
chonje 349 dalmasi 1 defen 15 
chou 4 daman 3 defèt 4 
choubayèl 3 damaris 1 défi 5 
choublak 1 damas 62 defigire 1 
choufan 1 damou 6 defisi 2 
chouk 10 dan 76 defo 11 
chouke 1 dana 1 defame 1 
choukèt 2 danèl 3 defonse 6 


























































































































































detwi 242 dibri 
detwonpe 1 dichan 
devalize 17 dichón 
devan 2178 didon 
devantre 1 dite 
devaste 18 diferan 
devègonde 1 diferans 
devenn 4 difikilte 
dévide 1 difisil 
devinen 1 difôm 
devire 1 dig 
devlope 13 digo 
devlc-pman 1 dijesyon 
devoran 2 dikla 
devore 67 dikte 
devouman 2 dilean 
devwa 26 dimanch 
devwale 21 dimansyon 




dey 2 dimna 
deya 1 dimon 
dèyè 705 dimona 
deyô 458 din 
dèyô 7 dina 




dezaksyon 2 direksyon 
dezan 27 dirèktè 
dezanpare 4 diri 
dezè 384 dirijan 
dèzè 2 dirije 
dezèdetan 1 dis 
dezenfekte 1 disèl 
dezi 9 disèt 
dezobeyi 61 disetan 
dezobeyisan 1 disètmil 
dezobeyisans 4 disètyèm 
dezôd 79 disip 
dezolasyon 2 disiplin 
dezole 2 diskisyon 
dezôm 4 diskit 
dezonè 11 diskite 
dezônè 2 diskou 
dezyèm 166 disnèf 
di 8846 disnevyèm 
diblayim 1 disparèt 
dibon 10 dispoze 
1 distans 25 
5 distrik 1 
7 divan 4 
1 diven 256 
667 divès 39 
4 divino 40 
17 divize 6 
3 divizyon 77 
28 divôs 6 
2 divôse 9 
1 dizaab 1 
11 dizan 6 
1 dizèt 1 
2 diznèf 1 
5 diznevyèm 1 
1 diznèvyèm 2 
7 dîzon 7 
1 dizwit 15 
1 dizwitan 14 
32 dizwitmil 5 
1 dizwityèm 3 
2 dizyèm 50 
1 djage 1 




2 djige 1 
CD djôb 7 
128 dlo 962 
91 do 439 
7 dô 6 
1 dobera 1 
75 dodava 1 
177 dodayi 1 
1 dodo 3 
5 doèg 5 
6 dofka 2 
1 dôkas 2 
2 dokiman 7 
376 dôktè 17 
3 doktrin 2 
21 domaje 2 
1 damant 1 
38 domennen 1 
19 domestik 271 
1 dômi 186 
1 dominasyon 1 
300 dominen 5 
5 don 31 
done 1 
donmaj 2 














































































































































eldad 2 elnam 1 enan 5 
eldayi 3 elnatan 7 enayim 2 
eleale 2 elon 12 enben 160 
elealè 2 eloul 1 enbesil 1 
eleaza 82 elouzayi 1 endesans 1 
elèb 2 eioyi 2 endijan 
elèf 1 elpal 3 endispoze 1 
elefan 4 elpelèt 2 endont 1 
elèk 2 elsafan 1 ene 
elèv 4 elteke 1 eneglayim 1 
eleyale 1 eltekè 1 enfenm 
28 elèz 5 eltekon 1 enfim 
eli 175 eltola 1 enfimite 61 
elicha 3 eltolad 1 enfômasyon 
elichafan 1 elve 15 enganm 
elichafat 1 elyaba 1 engra 
elichama 15 elyachib 15 enhen 1 
elicheba 2 elyada 4 enis 1 
elichwa 3 elyakib 1 enjenyè 2 
elidad 1 elyakim 18 enka 2 
elifaz 14 elyam 1 ennan 50 
elifeleou 2 elyasaf 5 ennève 2 
elifelèt 7 elyata 2 ennon 4 
elija 3 elyenayi 1 enóch 8 
elijachib 1 elyeyoenayi 3 enôk 21 
elika 1 elyezè 17 enon 3 
elikorèf 1 elyoenayi 6 enes 2 
elim 5 elyopolis 2 enpe 2 
elimas 2 elzabad 2 enpi 2 
elimelèk 9 elzafan 1 enpo 2 
elisou 4 eman 3 enpôtan 7 
eliyab 20 emannwèl 2 enpôtans 3 
eliyachib 1 emas 1 enpoze 26 
eliyam 1 emayis 1 enskri 10 
eliyèl 10 emdan 1 ensolan 1 
eliyou 10 emèk-kesis 1 enspeksyon 6 
eliyoud 2 emen 1 enspekte 2 
elizabèt 12 ernes 2 enspektè 1 
elizafan 3 emewôd 1 enstale 7 
elize 150 emim 2 ensten 2 
elkama 1 emô 1 enstriksyon 5 
elkana 26 emojèn 1 enstriman 21 
elkanan 1 emon 14 entèl 2 
elkat 2 emwod 2 entelijan 2 
elkatazourim 1 ernwod 2 entelijans 7 
elkayi 1 en 8 entèmedyè 2 
elkôch 1 ena 3 entere 1 
elmadam 2 enadad 3 enteré 27 
15 
entérese 7 espas 13 etwale 
envante 1 espay 1 etyèn 
envitasyon 2 espedye 1 etyopi 
envite 70 espektak 2 etzenan 
epafras to
 
espere 2 ev 
epafwodit 3 esperyans 12 evanjelis 
epayinèt 1 espesyal 24 evènman 
epesè 13 espesyalman 5 evi 
epi 1713 esplikasyon 20 evilmewodak 
epidemi 20 esplike 60 evite 
epiki 1 esplwate 3 evodi 
epis 8 espô 1 ewôd 
epitou 30 espoze 1 ewodyad 
epôk 17 espre 35 ewôdyon 
eponj 3 esprè 2 ey 
eprèv 13 esprès 1 eyman 
er 11 espri 2 eyoud 
eran 1 espwa 133 eytam 
eras 3 espyon 15 ezaou 
eré 1 espyonnen 5 ezarayi 
erék 2 estakis 1 ezayi 
eres 3 estati 164 ezbon 
erét 1 esté 61 ezè 
eri 2 estefanas 3 ezekya 
eritaj 25 estèminen 1 ezekyas 
eritay 2 estemoa 4 ezekyèl 
eritye 16 estènye 2 ezèl 
esaradon 1 estonmake 1 ezèm 
esbon 40 estraôdinè 5 ezi 
esdras 29 eswôm 4 ezrak 
esépte 30 eswon 1 ezri 
eseye 1 et 61 ezwon 
eskalade 4 eta 12 ezyon 
eskalye 8 établi 2 ezyongebè 
eskamote 1 etaj 24 
eskandal 5 etajè 4 
eske 555 etam 8 
eskive 2 etan 7 
eskiz 7 etanim 1 fa 
eskize 11 etè 2 fache 
esklav 213 eten 1 fachin 
esklavaj 19 etich 2 fafa 
eskôpyon 9 etidye 12 faksyon 
eskôt 1 etlon 2 faksyonè 
eskôte 1 etnan 1 fal 
eskwad 3 etni 1 falèk 
esli 2 etranje 74 falèz 


















































































































































1225 flegon 1 
5 fieri 15 
98 flote 3 
2 fo 28 
93 fô 402 
1 fôfè 2 
563 fofile 6 
2 fôj 3 
1 fôje 1 
13 fôjon 12 
71 fôk 77 
8 foli 1 
181 fôm 75 
1 fômann 10 
1 fôme 8 
49 fômen 1 
22 fon 315 
2 fondasyon 60 
1 fondé 4 
5 fondman 1 
4 fonksyonè 2 
41 fonn 46 
1 fonse 9 
1 fontenn 8 
45 fontyè 110 
308 fôs 429 
1 fôse 68 
7 fôskouch 2 
8 fot 34 
1029 fôtèy 176 
30 fôtifye 8 
457 fôtin 1 
4 fôtinatis 1 
3 fôtrès 1 
7 fou 123 
1 foubi 2 
1 fouch 1 
1 fouchèt 8 
10 foui 164 
1 foula 5 
2 foulay 1 
2 foule 17 
44 founacho 1 
1 founi 1 
11 founo 3 
1 foure 15 
66 fouti 1 
92 fouwo 1 
17 
fouyapôt 1 gadinaj 5 gayak 
fouye 82 gadiyèl 1 gaye 212 
frakti 1 gadjè 2 gayetan 3 
fraktire 1 gadkô 4 gayis 6 
frans 98 gadô 93 gaz 4 
frape 89 gadyen 4 gaza 23 
fraz 1 gaga 3 gazam 2 
fre 33 gagann 1 gazèl 27 
frè 801 gage 1 gazez 2 
frechè 2 gaka gazon 4 
fredi 31 galal 5 geba 15 
frekante 1 galarad 139 gebal 3 
fren 2 galasi 8 gebè 1 
frengan 1 galata 10 gebim 1 
frenn 62 galèd 2 gechan 1 
fresi 1 galeri 35 gechèm 4 
fret 40 galet 4 gèchôm 3 
friji 3 galile 88 gechon 1 
frison 4 galim 1 gèchon 36 
frize 6 galon 12 gechou 7 
fwa 449 galope 2 gèchou 1 
fwenn 6 galsi 1 gedalya 34 
fwennen 1 galyon 3 gedè 2 
fwèt 28 gam 1 gedera 3 
fwi 48 gamad 1 gedewôt 1 
fwomi 3 gamaliyèl 5 gedewotayim 1 
fwon 26 gamalyèl 2 gedeyon 1 
fwonmaj 4 gamoul 1 gedô 7 
fwonte 1 gani 3 gelilôt 1 
fwote 11 ganison 1 gemarya 5 
fyanse 19 ganiti 3 gen 7551 
fye 5 ganizon 5 gendwa 255 
fyèl 
00 ganmèl 5 genlè 26 
gany 3 genoubat 2 
ri garanti 36 gentan 207 vjr garèb 2 genyen 586 
garizim 4 geouyèl 1 
gaal 11 gasi 4 gèp 2 
gabata 1 gason 2307 géra 22 
gabawon 42 gaspiyay 2 gerazi 23 
gabayi 1 gaspiye 11 geri 191 
gabriyèl 5 gat 41 gerizon 13 
gach 3 gate 28 gèson 1 
gachen 1 gat-efè 2 getè 2 
gad 279 gatim 1 gezè 14 
gadarenyen 1 gato 30 giba 1 
gade 754 gat-rimon 4 gibeton 4 
gadi 3 gaya gibetou 1 
18 
gibeya 51 gon 
CO granprèt 111 
gibeyon 1 gonfle 47 granri 1 
giboa 1 gongolo 1 grap 39 
gichpa 1 gonm 6 grapiyay 1 
gid 1 gou 27 grapiye 2 
gidalti 2 goubaal 1 gras 114 
gidèl 4 goud 30 grate 6 
gideyon 1 goudwon 4 gratèl 1 
gideyoni 4 goumen 339 gratis 10 
gidô 1 gouni 4 grav 9 
gigach 7 gour 1 grave 22 
gilalayi 1 gout 77 gravye 1 
gilboa 8 goûte 17 grefe 6 
giiga 2 goutyè 2 grefye 1 
gilgai 39 gouvènay 3 grèk 9 
gilo 3 gouvène 1 gremesi 128 
gimzo 1 gouvènè 78 grena 1 
ginat 2 gouvènen 438 grenad 30 
ginen 1 gouvènman 155 grenn 365 
gineton 2 goyim 1 grennen 5 
ginetoyi 1 goyin 3 grenpe 1 
ginyonnen 2 gozan 5 grès 89 
gita 54 gra 39 grif 6 
gitayim 2 grabji 1 grigri 2 
giyak 1 grad 12 grimas 1 
giyon 7 gradoub 1 grinyen 4 
giyonnen 1 grafinyen 2 griy 4 
glas 14 graj 2 griyaj 11 
glasi 43 gram 4 griyay 2 
glise 11 gran 222 griye 12 
goa 1 granbatan 1 gwo 2095 
gôb 2 granchemen 20 gwôg 21 
goch 2 grande 2 gwôgè 2 
gôch 61 grandèt 5 gwôgman CO
 
goche 1 grandi 107 gwokolèt 2 
gochenn 15 grandizè 39 gwomo 2 
goda 1 grandyab 2 gwonde 44 
gode 98 grangou 212 gwopous 2 
gôg 18 grangozye 2 gwosè 21 
goj 7 granmaten 30 gwosès 2 
gôl 4 granmèt 4 gwosi 1 
golan 4 granmoun 174 gwôt 27 
gole 1 granmtimaten 1 gwoup 135 
gôlgota 3 grann 4 gwovant 1 
golyat 16 grannèg 165 
gome 1 granpanpan 2 
gomé 8 granpapa 16 
gomo 23 granparan 3 
19 



































iben 1 initil 1 jaat 1 
ibleyam 1 inon 5 jaaz 1 
ibri 1 inondasyon 21 jabal 2 
ibzan 2 inonsan 107 jaben 9 
ichba 2 inyoran 1 jabès 23 
ichbibenob 1 ipokrit 32 jabez 1 
ichbochèt 18 ipokrizi 4 jabèz 2 
ichemèch 1 ira 7 jabne 1 
icheyi 5 irad 2 jabneyèl 2 
ichiya 1 iram 42 jabôk 7 
ichma 1 iri 2 jachobeam 1 
ichmayèl 2 isa 1 jachoub 1 
ichmerayi 1 isaka 41 jada 2 
ichôd 1 isit 295 jadayi 2 
ichpa 1 iskaryôt 11 jaden 709 
ichpan 1 ismaja 1 jadon 1 
ichva 1 ismayèl 27 jadwa 2 
ichvi 2 istwa 114 jadyèl 1 
idayi 1 ita-kasen 1 jafè 13 
idbak 1 itali 5 jaflè 3 
idime 1 itama 19 jaflèt 1 
ido 15 itayi 7 jafya 6 
idolatri 1 itil 4 jagou 1 
ifdeja 1 ityèl 2 jak 43 
¡gal 2 iva 5 jaka 2 
igdalya 1 ivi 2 jakan 2 
ije-abrarim 2 ivwa 7 jakat 5 
ijon 2 iwondèl 1 jakaz 1 
ikabôd 2 iwou 1 jakazyèl 2 
ikèch 3 iyèl jakdo 1 
ikonyôm 6 iyim 1 jake 1 
ilan-ilan 1 iyon 1 jaken 4 
ilayi 1 iza 1 jakim 1 
ilèl 2 izarak 151 jakin 3 
ilenn 1 izayi 56 jakmayi 1 
iliri 1 izki 1 jakôb 405 
ilkija 36 izkiya 1 jakoba 1 
ilkiya 1 izlija 1 jakobeyam 2 
20 
jaksya 1 azeyèl 
jalam 4 azis 
jaleyèl 1 aziyèl 
jalon 1 azon 
jalou 1 azya 
jalouzi 54 jazyèl 
jamen 6 je 
jamlèk 1 jealelèl 
jamout 7 jearim 
jan 2977 jeatrayi 
jàn 2 jebal 
janayi 3 jeberekiya 
janbe 103 jebija 
janbrès 2 jebis 
janbyè 1 jechaja 
janès 2 jechaya 
janm 1542 jechè 
janmichèt 2 jechichayi 
janoa 3 jechimot 
janoum 1 jechou 
jant 2 jechouwoun 
jape 3 jechwa 
jara 1 jedaja 
jarechya 1 jedaya 
jarèd 2 jedewôt 
jarèt 5 jedeya 
jari 1 jedeyon 
jarib 2 jedida 
jasa 1 jedidya 
jasayi 1 jeditoun 
jasiyèl 2 jedoutoun 
jasmen 8 jedyayèl 
jasp 7 jefô 
jati 3 jefoune 
jatniyèl 1 jefounè 
jatsa 1 jefte 
javan 4 jega 
jawoja 1 jeiyèl 
jayat 1 jekabzel 
jayèl 10 jekameam 
jayi 14 jekamya 
jayiris 5 jekdeja 
jayit 1 jekebeab 
jaza 3 jekiyèl 
jazanya 3 jekoaja 
jaze 1 jekolya 
jazè 12 jekonya 
jazera 2 jekonyas 
2 jekoutiyèl 1 
1 jèm 2 
4 jemali 1 
5 jèmen 1 
2 jemina 1 
1 jemouyèl 1 
749 jemwèl 1 
2 jèn 50 
2 jeneral 6 
1 jenerasyon 23 
1 jenezarèt 3 
1 jenn 381 
1 jennen 5 
45 jennès 85 
1 jennfi 8 
3 jennjan 3 
1 jennmoun 7 
2 jennonm 8 
1 jenou 20 
6 jeojada 53 
1 jeojadan 2 
9 jeojarib 1 
12 jeosadak 2 
2 jeou 78 
1 jeouch 9 
1 jeouda 5 
60 jeoudi 5 
1 jeoujèl 1 
1 jeoukal 1 
1 jeoyada 1 
12 jeoyarib 1 
6 jeozabad 3 
8 jeozadak 4 
14 jeozafa 1 
1 jerak 2 co jerakmeyèl 10 
1 jeramôt 1 
6 jeran 25 
1 jerazenyen 3 CM jerèd 8 
3 jeremayi 1 
1 jeremi 177 
1 jeremôt 4 
6 jeribayi 1 
1 jerija 3 
2 jeriko 67 
9 jerimôt 9 
2 jerizalèm 965 
jeryèl 1 jideala 
jeryôt 1 jidit 
jès 4 jïdlaf 
jesana 1 jifta 
jete 321 jiftayèl 
jeté 9 jigal 




jetsemane 2 jij-chèf 




jewoboram 104 jikija 
jewoboran 1 jile 
jewokam 3 jili 
jeworam 10 jiliyis 
jewoubaal 14 jiman 
jewoucha 2 jimia 
jewoud 1 jimna 
jewoukal 1 jimo 
jewouyèl 1 jinyas 
jeyèl 17 jipeyèl 
jeyoada 1 jiremeja 
jeyojada 1 jireyon 
jezabèl 24 jirija 
jezaja 2 jirimeja 
jezanya 2 jis 
jezè 3 jisbak 
jezi 1464 jiska 
jezikri 241 jismaja 
jezimyèl 1 jismakya 
jezwa 1 jisri 
jezyèl 1 jistis 
7 jitla 
jibka 2 jitma 
jibleam 1 jitra 
jibleyam 3 jitran 
jibneja 1 jitreyam 
jibniya 1 jizeya 
jibsam 1 jizi 
jibye 5 jizija 
jichija 2 jizraja 
jichiya 1 jizrakya 
jichmayèl 1 jizreyèl 
jichva 1 jizrèyèl 
jichvi 1 joa 
jid 9 joab 
jida 958 joach 
jide 51 joachenn 
1 joak 11 
1 joakaz 26 
1 joanan 8 
1 joas 79 
2 joatam 2 
1 job 79 
16 jobab 8 
60 jobata 1 
2 jobèd 2 
210 jobeya 1 




40 jocheba 1 
1 joda 2 
2 jodaja 1 
3 jodi 1 
4 jôdi 375 CM
 joèd 2 
4 joela 1 
1 joezè 1 
1 jogli 1 
1 jojada 4 
1 jojakim 47 
3 jojakin 15 
3 jojarib 6 
5 jokanan 26 
2 jokdeam 1 
1 jôkeam 1 
1 jokebèd 2 
1 jokim 1 
1 jokmeyam 1 
117 jokneyam 3 
1 joksan 4 
1 joktan 6 
1 jokteyèl 2 
3 jon 4 
2 jôn 8 
11 jonabad 2 
1 jonadab 14 
1 jonam 2 
1 jonas 33 
2 jonatan 121 
47 jope 17 
1 jora 1 
4 joram 70 
154 jorayi 1 
1 jorim 2 





















































































































































kant ik 16 kas 13 katriyèm 57 
Kantite 241 kase 252 katsan 32 
Kanton 3 kasifya 2 katsandis 1 
kantonye 1 kaskad 
CM
 katsankatreven 1 
Kaou 2 kaslou 3 katsanmil 3 
K'ap 3396 kaswôl 3 katsansenkannkat 1 
Kapab 437 kat 260 katsansenkant 6 
kapadôs 2 kata 2 katsanswasanndimil 1 
Kapasite 1 katan 1 katsanswasanntwit 1 
Kapènawôm 17 kataplas 2 katsantrannsenk 2 
kap i s 1 katat 1 katsantrantan 4 
Kapital 39 kategori 2 katsantwazan 2 
Kapris 1 katis 1 katsanzan 2 
Kaptè 1 katkat 1 katye 8 
Kaptenn 43 katmil 11 kavalye 67 
karakole 1 katmilsisan 1 kavo 77 
karaktè 9 katôz 31 kaw 4 
ka ran katôzan 7 kawo 2 
karanklou 8 katôzmil 3 kay 1124 
karannde 13 katôzyèm 19 kaye 5 
karanndemil 3 katran 8 kayen 38 
karannkatmil 1 katrè 1 kayif 10 
karannsenk 8 katreven 9 kayiman 2 
karannsenkan 1 katrevendis 2 kayin 1 
karannsenkmil 4 katrevendisnèf 1 kayinam 2 
karannsimil 3 katrevendisnevan 1 kaynan 
<N
 
karannsizan 1 katrevendizan 1 kay-ranble 1 
karanntwamil 1 katrevendiznèf 1 kazè 1 
karant 50 katrevendizwitan 1 kazèn 7 
karantan 37 katrevenkat 9 kazwèl 1 
karanteyenmil 2 katrevenkatran 1 ke 31 
karanteyennan 5 katrevenmil 
CO
 kè 1538 
karantmil 7 katrevenndis 1 keba 8 
karantnèf 1 katrevenndizan 1 keda 10 
karantsenk 1 katrevenndiznèf 2 kedèch 1 
karantwit 3 katrevenndiznèvan 1 kedemôt 4 
karantyèm 1 katrevenndizwit 2 kedma 2 
karapas 1 katrevennkenz 2 kedôlaômè 6 
ka re 69 katrevennsenk 1 kefa-amoni 1 
karèd 1 katrevennsètmil 1 kefera 1 
kareja 1 katrevennsèz 1 kefira 3 
karejak 4 katrevennsizan 1 kejila 1 
kareka 1 katrevensenkan 1 kèk 478 
kareman 8 katrevensèz 1 keksyon 1 
karès 7 katreventan 2 kelal 1 
karese 3 katreventwazan 1 kelaya 1 
kareyak 2 katrevenzan 2 kelita 3 
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Iwil 216 mafi 10 male 9 
lyann 4 magadan 1 male 433 
lyon 147 magazen 2 malefis 1 
magbich 1 maleleyèl 2 
M magdala 12 malen 6 
1VI magdiyèl 1 maleng 22 
magôg 5 malere 106 
m 8269 magpyach 1 malerèz 1 
m'a 827 majé 1 maleyèl 2 
maadya 1 maji 25 malfektè 5 
maaka 5 majistra 15 malfezans 1 
maalat 2 majisyen 14 malfini 44 
maarat 1 majo 1 maigre 73 
maaseja 1 mak 84 mali 1 
maat 3 maka 26 malkadi 2 
maayi 1 makak 6 malkam 1 
maazya 1 makakri 1 malkichwa 1 
mab 8 makan 1 malkija 14 
mabouya 1 makat 4 malkiram 1 
mach 10 makaz 1 malkis 1 
machal 1 makbanayi 1 malkiyèl 1 
machande 1 makbena 1 malkya 1 
machandiz 22 make 64 malkyèl 3 
machann 13 makeda 9 malmennen 12 
mache 1310 makelôt 2 malonèt 4 
maché 6 maki 26 maloti 2 
macheskalye 12 makla 1 malouk 6 
machin 7 makli 14 malpalan 1 
machiya 1 maklon 4 malpwopte 11 
machoulam 1 maknadebayi 1 malsite 3 
machwa 4 makôl 1 malt 1 
machwè 7 makônen 7 maltrete 80 
madanm 652 makonnen 1 malveyan 16 
madayi 3 makout 3 malveyans 1 
madichon 210 makpela 6 mamit 55 
madichonnen 22 makseja 1 manaat 1 
madmana 2 mal 990 manarat 4 
madmen 1 mala 4 manase 155 
madmena 1 malachi 1 manayèn 1 
madmwazèl 4 malachit 5 manayim 14 
madoche 67 malad 145 manch 39 
madon 1 maladi 167 manche 1 
madôn 1 malaleyèl 7 manchet 5 
madou 1 malandren 1 manda 3 
madouk 1 malat 1 mande 1701 
madras 3 malchans 1 mandragô 6 
madriye 12 malchichwa 4 manfouben 1 
madyan 67 malchiya 1 mangonmen 1 
30 
manje 1605 maske 2 mecha 4 
mank 7 masketi 6 mechak 13 
manke 186 mason 10 mechan 397 
manm 52 masonn 1 mechanste 209 
manman 482 maspinen 1 mechèk 9 
manmre 12 masreka 2 mechelemya 4 
manniganse 2 masyas 1 mechezabeyèl 2 
mannigèt 2 mat 16 mechida 1 
manoak 18 matan 5 mechilemit 2 
mant 4 matana 2 mechilemôt 2 
mantèg 1 matant 7 mechisa 1 
manti 266 matanya 19 mechobab 1 
manto 10 matât 4 mechoulam 28 
manto 16 matata 3 mechoulemèt 1 
manyé 60 matatya 2 medad 2 
manyen 144 matatyas 4 medam 116 
maôk 1 maten 184 medan 2 
maon 6 matenayi 3 medanm 8 
m'ap 2826 materyèl 1 meday 3 
mape 2 materyo 9 medeba 5 
mapou 3 mati 2 medi 21 
mapral 8 matirize 3 medikaman 3 
mara 5 matitya 6 mediterane 29 
maralèb 1 matízala 2 meditèrane 2 
marasa 3 matla 2 mefat 3 
marayi 3 mato 22 mefibochèt 22 
mare 249 matrèb 1 mefrat 1 
maréala 1 matrèd 1 mèg 13 
marecha 8 matri 2 megibo 1 
marekaj 1 matyas 2 megido 10 
marekay 2 matye 6 megidon 1 
maren 22 mawoka 1 mejakon 1 
mari 274 mawon 70 mekona 1 
maryaj 13 mawôt 1 melak 2 
marye 273 may 1 melanj 4 
mas 16 maye 1 melanje 44 
masa 8 mayi 17 melatya 1 
masaj 1 mayim 1 mêle 43 
masak 3 mayouman 1 melea 2 
masakre 19 maz 1 melèk 2 
masayi 1 mazi 38 melikou 1 
masdiyèl 1 mazya 1 mèlki 4 
mase 1 mazyôt 2 mèlkisedèk 16 
masedouàn 22 meara 1 melon 1 
masedwàn 3 mèb 6 men 7522 
maseja 17 meble 2 mena 2 
masena 1 mebounayi 1 menaje 2 























































































































































misyon 21 môtye 7 naaman 23 
mit 3 mou 3 naaran 1 
mitán 998 mouch 5 naason 4 
mitilèn 1 mouchavè 10 naat 5 
mitka 2 mouche 2 nabad 1 
mitni 1 mouchi 10 nabal 26 
mitridat 2 mouchwa 24 nabot 24 
miyèt 33 mouflon 1 nach 2 
miyô 4 moukri 1 nachamani 1 
miza 4 moul 6 nachon 4 
mize 13 moulen 31 nadab 19 
mizè 61 moun 16422 nadad 2 
mizerab 1 moun-vivan-ki-wè 2 nadak 1 
mizerikôd 1 moupen 1 nadya 1 
mizerikôd 2 mouri 1560 nafich 3 
mizi 2 moutad 6 naftou 2 
mizik 61 moute 1033 nagach 1 
mizire 2 mouton 644 nagayi 2 
mizisyen 28 moutou 1 naje 13 
mizpe 1 moutre 516 najôt 5 
mizrayim 4 mouvman 7 najwa 2 
mo 46 mouye 12 nakach CD
 
mo 148 môv 1 nakalyèl 2 
moab 204 move 775 nakarayi 1 
moadya 1 movèz 13 nakat 1 
mod 2 movezak 4 nakbi 1 
mode 1 movèzeta 1 nakchon 17 
mode 19 moyiz 971 nakô 19 
model 11 moza 5 nakon 1 
molada 4 mwa 272 n'ai 100 
molib 1 mwatye 123 nalal 1 
molôk 9 mwayen 32 n'aie 10 
moman 15 mwèl 3 nam 1 
mon 940 mwen 12657 nama 4 
monchè 64 mwenmenm 2 nan 20445 
mongonmen 1 mwens 9 nanchon 1 
moniman 9 myèl 74 nan-kriye 1 
montan 2 myèt 1 nanm 83 
montre 3 nanpwen 58 
monwa 149 N naomi 30 more 3 
o 
n'ap 






2 n 439 
1 IGU C l 
naraylm 1 
mosa 1 n'a 1496 nas 3 
mosera 1 naala 1 nasis 1 
mosewôt 2 naalôl 1 nasyon 900 
moso 290 naam 1 nasyonal 1 
môso 7 naama 6 nat 11 
33 
natal 8 nèfsanswasanntrèz 2 nevyèm 21 
natan 43 nèfsantrant 2 newouchtan 1 
natanayèl 6 nèfsantrantan 1 neye 11 
natanya 2 nèfsanvenntwit 1 neyèl 1 
natif 8 neftali 43 neyemi 12 
natirèl 7 nèftali 7 nezib 1 
nava 1 neftoa 2 nezyak 2 
navige 1 nèg 92 ni 1286 
nawoum 4 negal 2 nibaz 1 
nayen 1 negal-sarezè 2 nibkan 1 
nazarèt 30 negès 9 nich 35 
nazareyen 1 nègès 9 niche 6 
nazireyen 1 negèv 35 nid 1 
nazirit 16 neglijans 4 nikanô 1 
nazon 1 neglije 9 nikodèm 6 
nè 16 negosyan 1 nikola 1 
nea 1 nekelam 2 nikolayit 2 
neapolis 1 neko 11 nikopolis 1 
nearya 3 nekoda 4 nil 23 
neba 1 nemwèl 3 nimchi 5 
nebajot 4 nen 31 nimewo 5 
nebalat 1 nenfas 1 nimra 1 
nebat 23 nenmwôd 1 nimrim 2 
nebayi 1 nenpôt 186 nimwôd 4 
nebayôt 1 neouchta 1 niniv 23 
nebidadneza 1 neounen 1 nisan 3 
nebikadneza 93 nepe 191 niswôk 2 
nebo 12 nere 1 nitou 4 
nebô 1 neri 2 nivo 5 
neboucharadan 15 nerija 9 nô 198 
nebouchasban 1 nesans 9 noa 4 
nebouzaradan 1 nesesè 13 noadja 1 
nechèl 3 nesesite 37 nôb 6 
nedabya 1 net 964 noba 2 
nèf 80 neta-araba 1 nobak 1 
nefèg 4 netama 1 nôd 1 
nefichim 1 netaneèl 2 nodab 1 
nefisim 1 netanèl 6 nôde 8 
nèfsan 2 netaneyèl 5 noe 57 
nèfsandizan 1 netanmelèk 1 nofak 1 
nèfsandouzan 1 netanya 9 nofraj 1 
nèfsandouzmil 1 netayim 1 noga 2 
nèfsankarannsenk 1 netofa 11 nômal 3 
nèfsansenkan 1 netofat 1 nômalman 1 
nèfsansenkannsis 1 netwaye 44 non 1550 
nèfsansenkantan 1 nevan 3 nonm 1011 
nèfsanswanntnèvan 1 neve 4 nonmen 104 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































pretansyon 8 pwonmennen 44 radi 4 
prête 52 pwôp 220 radiyès 2 
pretèks 1 pwopryete 2 rado 2 
prêtés 2 pwôpte 2 radôt 4 
prèv 29 pwosè 8 rafa 1 
prezan 1 pwosesyon 1 rafad 4 
prezans 22 pwotèj 51 rafal 1 
prezantab 1 pwoteje 233 rafou 1 
prezante 17 pwoteksyon 108 rafrechi 4 
pri 47 pwovèb 20 ragèl 1 
prigad 8 pwovens 73 rago 2 
prije 2 pwovisyon 3 raj 4 
prisil 5 pwovizyon 45 raje 47 
priska 2 pwovoke 1 rak 19 
prive 1 pyafe 2 raka 1 
privilèj 4 pyakiwôt 2 rakal 1 
privye 22 pyas 11 rakbwa 57 
priyè 8 pye 1366 rakèt 2 
priz 1 pyè 307 rakle 1 
prizon 149 pyebwa 219 rakon 1 
prizonye 135 pyèj 2 rakonte 174 
pwa 24 pyepoudre 1 rakwen 1 
pwadous 1 pyes 2 raie 138 
pwal 24 pyès 225 ralfô 3 
pwason 73 pyese 4 ram 6 
pwatrin 12 rama 42 
pwazon 20 R ramat-mizpe 1 pwazonnen 1 ramiya 1 
pwelon 2 ramôt 28 
pwen 39 ra 22 ramôt-galarad 2 
pwent 75 raab 4 ramya 1 
pwente 2 raam 1 ran 14 
pwenti 8 raba 15 ranan 1 
pwès 12 rabese 4 ranble CD
 
pweson 1 rabi 2 ranblè 2 
pwoblèm 38 rabit 1 ranbleye 4 
pwoche 265 rabô 1 randevou 169 
pwochenn 1 rabougri 1 randèvou 1 
pwofesè 4 rabouni 1 randevwa 5 
pwofèt 628 raboure 14 ranfô 1 
pwofi 7 rach 23 ranfôse 18 
pwofite 48 rache 69 ranje 85 
pwofondè 3 rachèl 56 rankontre 3 
pwogrè 2 rachitik 1 ranm 1 
pwoko 1 rachonnen 2 ranmanse 1 
pwomennen 2 rachte 1 ranmase 232 
pwomès 150 rad 571 ranmsès 5 
pwomèt 212 radayi 1 ranmye 4 
39 
rann 169 red 140 remak 5 
ranni 5 redesann 1 remake 1 
rannman 5 redi 2 remalya 13 
ranpa 128 reelaja 1 remarye 3 
ranplase 10 refaja 3 remèsiman 1 
ranse 3 refak 1 remet 1 
ranseyman 1 refaya 2 remete 4 
ranvoye 4 refayèl 1 remo 2 
ranvwaye 3 refayim 16 remoute 32 
ranyon 1 refè 18 remoutrans 1 
rapid 2 refidim 5 ren 78 
rapo 33 refize 125 renk 14 
rapóte 76 reflete 1 renka 7 
rapousib 14 refôm 1 renmèd 28 
rapyese 1 refouye 1 renmen 1019 
rarab 11 refrayim 2 renmèsye 5 
ras 163 règ 15 renmèt 191 
rasanble 2 regèm 1 renn 2 
rasi 2 regèm-melèk •1 rense 1 
rasin 45 regle 118 reny 95 
rat 1 regleman 138 reobôt-ir 1 
rate 13 regret 28 reou 3 
ravaj 4 rejiman 17 reouma 1 
ravaje 40 rejis 23 reouyèl 12 
ravin 87 rejwisans 24 reparasyon 16 
rayi 137 rejyon 13 repare 55 
rayisab 4 rèk 1 repase 9 
raz 1 reka 1 répète 40 
razad 1 rekab 16 repitasyon 8 
raze 2 rekabya 4 replante 2 
razwa 7 rekèm 6 repo 201 
re 6 reklamasyon 2 reponn 1166 
reachte 18 reklame 1 répons 60 
reaja 6 rekôlte 57 repouse I O
O
 
realize 3 rekômandasyon 4 repozwa 7 
reba 2 rekômande 3 repran 1 
rebâti 146 rekonesans 3 reprann 34 
rebay 1 rekonèt 228 reprezantan 1 
> rebeka 39 rekonmanse 13 reprezante 2 
rebel 9 rekonpans 61 repwôch 57 
rebelyon 1 rekonpanse 3 repwoche 22 
rebite 1 rekonsilye 1 res 3 
rebô 31 rekôt 215 rès 326 
rechanj 8 rekrepî 3 resanm 1 
rechap 7 rèl 92 resansman 58 
rechèch 2 rele 1831 resepsyon 1 
rechèf 2 relijyon 21 resèpsyon 23 
recho 27 rema 1 resevwa 517 
40 
resi 28 rezinyen 
—
 sadiseyen 16 
resif 1 rezon 130 sadok 2 
resite 2 ri 37 sadouàn 2 
reskonsab 243 riban 1 saf 2 
reskonsabilite 29 ribayi 1 safa 1 
resoti 2 riben 93 safetida 1 
resoud 1 ribi 2 safi 12 
respe 3 ribla 12 safira 1 
respè 87 rich 129 safna-paneak 1 
respektab 5 riches 162 safran 2 
respekte 171 ride 1 safte 1 
respire 1 rido 83 sagon 1 
restavèk 1 rifat 2 sajès 6 
ret 15 rifis 2 sak 89 
reta 16 rijyo 1 saka 1 
rete 2352 rimay 1 sakaje 3 
retounen 2 rimon 11 sakit 4 
retrèt 1 rimonn 2 sakpay 1 
rèv 107 rimono 1 sakrifis 5 
revanj 70 rina 1 sakya 1 
revann 2 risa 2 sal 43 
reve 14 riske 13 sala 4 
revelasyon 7 rispa 4 salamin 1 
revenan 4 rit 38 salasyèl 2 
revoke 4 ritma 2 salatyèl 
CM
 
revôl 1 rivay 30 salayi 1 
revolisyon 3 rive 2357 sale 17 
révolte 2 rivyè 20 salèm 4 
révolte 15 riyèl 1 salim 1 
reyalize 8 riz 8 salin 1 
reyèlman 1 rize 4 salka 4 
reyi 1 rizib 46 salma 4 
reyini 171 rizya 1 salmanaza 7 
reyinyon 18 rwe 1 salmon 6 
reyisi 14 salmone 1 
reyôb 9 C salmouna 11 
reyobót 2 salome 2 
reyon 1 salomón 327 
reyoum 8 sa 17340 salon 8 
reza 2 saadouta 1 salou 6 
rezèf 2 saar 1 salpèt 8 
rezèm 1 sab 32 salte 3 
rezen 295 saba 17 salwe 4 
rezèv 3 sabaktani 2 sama 1 
rezève 10 sabeyen 1 samari 135 
rezèvwa 13 sabta 2 samayi 1 
rezilta 7 sabteka 2 samga-nebo 1 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































souflèt 12 swasannkatózmil 2 tafyatè 4 
souflete 3 swasannkenz 16 tajat 2 
soufrans 62 swasannkenzan 1 tak 5 
soufri 214 swasannkenzmil 1 taka 2 
souka 1 swasannsenkan 3 takan 2 
souke 67 swasannsèt 2 tako 1 
soukit 1 swasannsèzmil 1 takpenès 2 
soukôt 19 swasannsis 2 taks 24 
soukôt-benôt 1 swasanntwit 3 takte 14 
soulaje 9 swasant 26 t'ai 2 
soulajman 6 swasantan 5 talé 59 
soûle 2 swasanteyen 1 talita 1 
soulye 8 swasanteyenmil 1 talmayi 6 
soumet 121 swasantmil 2 talmon 5 
soumisyon 2 swasantwit 1 talon 3 
soupi 4 swate 1 talonnen 1 
souple 35 swe 4 tama 42 
sourichadayi 4 swen 82 tamak 2 
sourit 7 swèt 3 tamouz 1 
sous 112 swete 15 tan 1028 
souse 14 swiv 403 tanak 8 
sousi 1 sya 1 tanbou 11 
soutelak 2 syèl 846 tanbouren 10 
soutèt 1 tande 1141 
soutni 43 T tanè 3 
souvan 2 X tanga 3 
souz 21 tank 8 
souzi 1 ta 1280 tankou 2616 
sovay 10 taanat-silo 1 tanmen 40 
sove 329 tab 136 tann 300 
sovè 10 tabat 1 tannoumèt 2 
sozipatè 1 tabayôt 2 tanp 971 
swa 36 tabera 2 tanpe 1 
swadizan 9 tabeyèl 1 tanpèt 28 
swaf 44 tabita 3 tanpri 336 
swak 2 tableyèl 1 tansèlman 39 
swasannde 1 tabli 20 tant 383 
swasanndemil 2 tablo 1 tantasyon 19 
swasanndezan 3 tabô 10 tante 9 
swasanndi 2 tabrimon 1 tanwan 2 
swasanndimil 5 tach 15 tartzantan 4 
swasanndis 35 tache 16 taoska 1 
swasanndisèt 3 tachemon 1 t'ap 3472 
swasanndizan 14 tachich 1 tapanes 1 
swasanndouz 2 tade 2 tapanès 6 
swasanndouzmil 1 tadmô 1 tapèl 1 
swasannkatmil 2 tafat 1 tapi 3 



































































































































































































































































































ton 12 I towo 213 trantnevan 1 
tonbe 998 towou 2 trantwimil 1 
tonm 61 toy 2 trantwitan 1 
tonmaren 4 tradi 3 trantyèm 1 
tonnèl 5 tradwi 1 trape 4 
tonton 18 trafik 17 tras 2 
topaz 6 trafike 1 trase 8 
tope 1 traka 58 travay 1064 
tôt 1 trakase 2 travayè 36 
total 4 trakonit 1 travè 5 
tou 3999 tranble 202 través 23 
toubal 10 tranbleman 2 travesé 1 
toubouyon 6 tranblemann 1 travesé 46 
touche 17 tranblemanntè 13 travo 2 
toude 1 tranche 27 tray 67 
toudisman 1 trangle 3 trayi 56 
tout 16 trankil 12 trè 1 
toufe 16 trannde 5 treng 13 
toufounen 2 tranndemil 5 trennen 102 
toujou 1333 tranndezan 6 très 4 
toukou 1 trannevan 1 trese 11 
toulède 1 trannkat 7 trèt 9 
toulèdis 2 trannkatran 1 trete 11 
touledouz 1 trannsenk 1 tretman 1 
toulejou 6 trannsenkan 5 trèz 10 
toulesèt 1 trannsenkmil 2 trézan 4 
touletwa 1 ( trannsèt 1 trezô 23 
touman 2 trannsetan 1 trezorye 2 
tournante 13 trannsetmil 1 trézyém 9 
toumim 3 trannsimil 3 tribilasyon 4 
tounant 3 trannsis 3 tribinal 64 
tounen 1610 trannsizan 2 trifén 1 
toupatou 357 tranntnèvan 1 trifôz 1 
toupizi 3 tranntwa 2 trip 3 
toupre 198 tranntwamil 1 tripay 19 
tourim 3 tranntwazan 4 tripot 3 
tousa 1 tranntwitan 3 tripotaj 4 
touswit 12 tranpe 30 tripotay 8 
tout 11626 transióme 1 tris 3 
toutalantou 3 transmet 1 triye 2 
toutan 23 transpô 1 tsadok 1 
toutespre 3 transpôte 1 twa 458 
toutjan 1 trant 79 twaka 10 
toutotan 80 trantan 14 twal 199 
toutotou 8 tranteyen 1 twalét 2 
toutouni 57 tranteyennan 3 twamil 27 
toutrèl 21 tranteyinyèm 1 twamilsétsan 1 
touye 1710 I trantmil 10 twamilsisan 2 
47 
twamilsisantrant 1 v vennkatriyèm 8 
twamiltwasan 1 V vennkatryèm 1 
twasan 30 vennsenk 9 
twasandizwit 1 va 2792 vennsenkan 12 
twasankadrevenndizan 1 vach 13 vennsenkmil 2 
twasankarannsenk 2 vachti 11 vennsenkyèm 2 
twasankatrevenndi 2 vagabondaj 1 vennsèt 6 
twasankatrevenndouz 2 vakabon 16 vennsetan 2 
twasanmil 4 vakabonday 1 vennsètmil 1 
twasansenkantan 1 vakans 1 vennsetyèm 3 
twasansetmil 1 vaksin 1 vennsimil 2 
twasanswasanndouz 2 val 5 vennsizan 1 
twasanswasannkenz 1 vale 24 venntnèf 2 
twasanswasannsenk 1 valè 69 venntnèvan 1 
twasanswasannsenkan 1 valet 1 venntwa 2 
twasanswasant 3 van 204 venntwamil 2 
twasantrannsenk 1 vandredi 1 venntwazan 7 
twasantrannsèt 2 vanje 1 venntwazyèm 5 
twasantrannsètmil 2 vann 160 venntwit 2 
twasantrantmil 1 vannen 11 venntwitan 1 
twasanven 2 vanse 23 venntwitmllsisan 1 
twasanvennde 1 vant 192 ventan 35 
twasanvennkat 1 vante 39 venteyen 7 
twasanvenntwa 1 vanya 1 venteyennan 3 
twasanvenntwit 1 vanyan 169 venteyinyèm 4 
twasanzan 2 vapè 5 ventnevan 3 
twati 16 vare 8 ventnèvan 1 
twazan 42 varèz 12 ventyèm 4 
twazè 12 vayèb 1 vérité 180 
twazèdetan 1 vayzata 1 veso 79 
twazyèm 90 ve 38 vèso 1 
twenn 1 vè 51 vèt 39 
twenzi 3 vegle 1 vètè 3 
two 97 vekse 2 vèv 75 
twoas 7 vèmen 1 veyatif 4 
twofim 3 vèmin 17 veye 209 
twoke 1 ven 69 vi 21 
twonpe 152 venen 4 vid 28 
twonpèt 79 venmil 8 vide 144 
twôp 79 venmilwitsan 1 vil 22 
twou 195 venn 21 vin 2691 
twoub 4 vennde 8 vinèg 9 
twouble 3 venndemil 11 vini 683 
twouse 4 venndezan 7 vipè 1 
twouve 13 venndezyèm 2 vire 522 
tyè 13 vennkat 13 vis 13 
tyèd 1 vennkatmil 3 visye 3 
vennkatran 1 vit 55 
48 
vitès 1 wachmann 1 wonyen 
viv 1183 w'al 4 wonyon 
vivan 466 wanga 7 wopsi 
vizavi 3 w'ap 649 wotè 
vize 11 w'ava 1 wotè 
vizit 9 w'aval 4 woti 
vizite 39 w'azal 1 wou 
vizitè 4 wè 3137 wouba 
vizyon 132 wetan 8 woubi 
vie 1541 wete 590 wouj 
vlope 49 wi 853 wouj-blan 
vo 122 wit 33 wouke 
volay 2 witan 10 woule 
vole 68 witmilsisan 1 woulèt 
volé 1 witsan 1 woulman 
volé 38 witsandizwit 1 woulo 
voló 104 witsankarannsenk 1 wouma 
volonté 88 witsankarant wout 
vôltije 1 witsankarantan 1 wouy 
vonmi 12 witsankatrevennkenzan 1 wouye 
voryen 11 witsankenzan 1 wouze 
votou 3 witsanmil woy 
voup 1 witsansetan 1 woywoy 
vout 5 witsantrannde 1 wôz 
vouzan 2 witsantrantan 1 wozo 
voyaj 1 witsanvennde 1 
voye 1944 witsanzan 2 
vre 683 wityèm 29 
vreman 2 wo I l 0 vwa 158 wôb 2 y 
vwal 22 woboram 59 y'a 
vwala 26 wôch 552 yachoub 
vwayaj 56 wôd 5 yadwa 
vwayaje 60 wodanim 2 yakim 
vwayajè 7 wogach 1 y'al 
vwazen 15 wogatwa 8 y'ale 
vwazin 3 wogelim 2 yaleyèl 
vwazinay 58 wôklô 15 yamen 
vyann 256 wôl 11 yan 
vye 279 worn 22 yanyan 
vyewo 1 womanti-ezè 2 y'ap 
vyeyès 3 women 19 yati 
vyolèt 40 won 50 yaval 








won ni 1 yechaya 
yekiyèl w'a 4557 V V V J I l|wM wont 
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49 
yerapolis i zanj 422 zelèk 1 
yesè zanmann 4 zelochad 8 
yèswa zanmi 227 zelofeyad 3 
yezè zanmzoumim 1 zema 2 
yichwi i zannimo 51 zemarayim 1 
yo 50964 zanno 22 zemira 1 
yobad 1 zanoa 4 zen 7 
yogbeya 1 zanoak 1 zenas 1 
yokanan 1 zansèt 454 zenglen 2 
yokebèd 1 zantray 13 zenon 1 
yokmeam 1 zara 1 zepi 4 
yon 11187 zaranayim 1 zepis 4 
yonn 1238 zarenyen 1 zepôl 53 
zaretan 4 zepôlèt 8 
7 zarinyen 1 zepôlman 5 
¿-J zatou 5 zeponnen 1 
zavan 2 zera 7 
z 3 zaviwon 8 zeraja 6 
zaanan 1 zayi 1 zerak 18 
zabab 2 zaza 1 zerèd 5 
zabad 7 ze 9 zereda 1 
zabadi 2 zèb 115 zerès 3 
zabayi 2 zebadya 9 zerèt 1 
zabdi 8 zebak 11 zerèt-acha 1 
zabdyèl 2 zebede 11 zeri 1 
zabilon 49 zebida 1 zesèl 1 
zaboud 2 zebina 1 zèsès 1 
zache 4 zeboul 6 zeta 1 
zadôk 54 zeboyim 5 zetam 2 
zafè 177 zeda 1 zetan 1 
zafon 2 zedad 1 zetwal 109 
zago 18 zedekya 1 zèv 6 
zagoudi 3 zeèb 1 zewô 1 
zak 21 zefa 1 zeyèb 5 
zakaraya 1 zefata 1 zeyis 2 
zakari 55 zefi 1 zezanya 1 
zakariya 1 zefo 2 ziba 16 
zakarya 1 zegwi 7 zibeyon 8 
zakasya 31 zekaraja 2 zibya 3 
zakayi 2 zekaraya 3 zîcha 1 
zakou 10 zekarya 11 zidôl 398 
zakôv 1 zekè 1 zif 11 
zalaf 1 zèkè 1 zifa 1 
zalèm 1 zeklè 6 zifjon 1 
zalmon 1 zèklè 40 zifwon 1 
zalmona 2 zèl 117 ziglag 1 
zam 99 zela 1 zika 1 
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185 zwazo 157 tab 
184 lasiri 156 bri 
181 senk 156 gwoup 
181 chanm 155 prizonye 
181 gouvènman 155 saman 
181 manase 155 antou 
180 amon 154 legliz 
179 joab 154 met 
179 lakou 154 asepte 
178 twonpe 152 espwa 
178 ble 151 peze 
177 izarak 151 aswè 
177 lonje 151 lajounen 
177 sid 151 vizyon 
177 zôn 151 pdko 
176 elize 150 rezon 
176 pwomès 150 edon 
176 konsèy 149 ezekyas 
176 monwa 149 rich 
175 prizon 149 direksyon 
175 favè 148 gremesi 
174 mô 148 ranpa 
174 samyèl 148 baton 
174 douz 147 fenk 
174 lyon 147 padon 
173 lansan 146 sè 
173 plante 146 refize 
171 rebâti 146 batimán 
171 sentespri 146 betiz 
171 sezi 146 sot 
170 malad 145 fou 
170 obeyi 145 mwatye 
169 kilès 144 kout 
169 manyen 144 mirak 
169 vide 144 oliv 
167 delivrans 143 vo 
166 okipe 143 jonatan 
165 wouj 143 mérite 
165 belye 140 mesaje 
165 fènwa 140 okontrè 
164 parèy 140 pôtre 
164 rèd 140 soumet 
164 blan 139 regle 
163 galarad 139 jistis 
162 sekou 139 tire 
162 lave 138 zèl 
160 raie 138 lakôz 
160 regleman 138 medam 
160 rayi 137 otorite 
159 akab 136 lache 
158 lang 136 lanp 






















































wo 115 pousyè 101 lèdven 
zèb 115 kondannen 100 lôgèy 
gras 114 n'ai 100 jennès 
istwa 114 pete 100 ranje 
defann 113 donnen 99 simon 
derefize 113 lajè 99 betèl 
anonse 112 zam 99 fen 
apôt 112 fete 98 jóunen 
ezaou 112 frans 98 jozafa 
kilè 112 gode 98 mak 
sous 112 kômandan 98 sikonsi 
granprèt 111 sô 98 anvayi 
nwit 111 atô 97 joure 
sènen 111 two 97 nanm 
bonjou 110 ant 96 rido 
fontyè 110 kabann 96 bra 
piye 110 prensip 96 eleaza 
absaton 109 mezi 95 fouye 
pèlen 109 plat 95 sot 
zetwal 109 reny 95 swen 
lamenm 108 kalkile 94 ebwon 
pwoteksyon 108 kèsyon 94 lari 
temwen 108 Taie 94 sezon 
cheve 107 pozisyon 94 avèg 
grandi 107 fèy 93 maltrete 
inonsan 107 gado 93 nèf 
kreye 107 nebikadneza 93 toutotan 
rèv 107 nwa 93 dezôd 
tèlman 107 riben 93 joas 
farizyen 106 baal 92 jôb 
malere 106 defans 92 sèten 
mil 106 flèch 92 trant 
farin 105 nèg 92 twonpèt 
sis 105 rèl 92 twôp 
jewoboram 104 dirèktè 91 veso 
kichôy 104 kôn 91 balaram 
lemonn 104 ponyèt 91 danje 
longé 104 amori 90 gouvènè 
nonmen 104 fèb 90 jeou 
vôlô 104 kwa 90 ren 
atout 103 limit 90 sans 
janbe 103 twazyèm 90 wonn 
satan 103 frape 89 chay 
ajenou 102 grès 89 dann 
anvi 102 kônen 89 desizyon 
chenn 102 sak 89 divizyon 
jijman 102 chaje 88 fôk 
mezire 102 galile 88 gout 
patipri 102 volonté 88 jwe 
prese 102 wotè 88 kavo 
setyèm 102 ravin 87 limen 



















































































































































































































56 depase 51 zosman 
56 gibeya 51 balak 
56 jide 51 bonè 
56 pwotèj 51 donminen 
56 vè 51 ebre 
56 zannimo 51 fenmèl 
56 ansasen 50 fonn 
56 dizyèm 50 kachèt 
56 ennan 50 lôj 
56 jèn 50 mispa 
56 karant 50 mo 
55 krikèt 50 papye 
55 won 50 rizib 
55 aklè 49 sara 
55 annou 49 travesé 
55 fikse 49 akize 
55 kouwôn 49 awogan 
55 kwit 49 filip 
54 ladres 49 jebis 
54 lafimen 49 kouvèti 
54 sidon 49 penmèt 
54 sipô 49 pwovizyor 
54 vlope 49 rasin 
53 zabilon 49 y'ale 
53 ansyen 48 asè 
53 basin 48 avili 
53 batís 48 bañabas 
53 bite 48 bare 
53 danse 48 benaja 
53 derespektan 48 flanm 
53 fwi 48 gwonde 
53 kalèb 48 kanta 
53 lestonmak 48 kole 
53 odè 48 krim 
52 pwofrte 48 letyopi 
52 sekrè 48 lonbray 
52 sonde 48 loray 
52 blese 47 lou 
52 gonfle 47 malfini 
52 jizreyèl 47 melanje 
52 jojakim 47 netwaye 
52 keyat 47 okozyas 
52 lafliksyon 47 pwonme 
52 lenn 47 swaf 
52 pay 47 tm 
52 pôz 47 amasya 
52 Pri 47 arete 
52 raje 47 bo 
51 seremoni 47 bôl 
51 sodôm 47 glasi 
51 tete 47 jak 










































































































43 divès 39 desan 36 
43 egzijans 39 garanti 36 
43 fennèt 39 gèchon 36 
43 gilgal 39 ilkija 36 
43 gra 39 jwi 36 
43 grandizè 39 kannal 36 
43 grap 39 konkou 36 
43 kapital 39 kouto 36 
43 klewon 39 lagrèl 36 
42 kômande 39 pak 36 
42 long 39 pos 36 
42 manch 39 seyi 36 
42 merari 39 sol 36 
42 mika 39 swa 36 
42 pe 39 travayè 36 
42 pwen 39 ayi 35 
42 rebeka 39 boz 35 
41 sekretè 39 espre 35 
41 silo 39 galeri 35 
41 tansèlman 39 konsekan 35 
41 vante 39 kontinye 35 
41 vèt 39 kontribisyon 35 
41 vizite 39 ladim 35 
41 wouze 39 lib 35 
41 bwason 38 negèv 35 
41 chimeyi 38 nich 35 
41 deplase 38 palmis 35 
41 diskite 38 senksan 35 
41 kayen 38 souple 35 
41 kouman 38 swasanndis 35 
40 lèz 38 ventan 35 
40 mazi 38 dat 34 
40 midi 38 donn 34 
40 piblik 38 fôt 34 
40 pijon 38 gedalya 34 
40 pwoblèm 38 kades 34 
40 rit 38 oso 34 
40 seza 38 ponyen 34 
40 ve 38 reprann 34 
40 vole 38 adonija 33 
40 amat 37 boutèy 33 
40 bak 37 fre 33 
40 chalé 37 jonas 33 
40 kale 37 mi 33 
40 karantan 37 miyèt 33 
40 korido 37 panche 33 
40 líbete 37 rapo 33 
40 lis 37 wit 33 
40 nesesite 37 amen 32 
40 nonplis 37 ana 32 
40 pouri 37 bennadad 32 
39 ri 37 dimil 32 
62 
dousman 32 tranpe 30 adwat 27 
dra 32 twasan 30 anplasman 27 
elam 32 woulo 30 azayèl 27 
ipokrit 32 abyata 29 bâcha 27 
katsan 32 am non 29 batan 27 
komès 32 ankourajman 29 bôpè 27 
laba 32 avètisman 29 bwode 27 
mwayen 32 bab 29 dariyis 27 
pèmèt 32 bawouk 29 dezan 27 
pes 32 chofe 29 enteré 27 
remoute 32 demil 29 fatige 27 
sab 32 deperi 29 gazé! 27 
sizyèm 32 esdras 29 gou 27 
ananya 31 kochon 29 gwôt 27 
anpile 31 korent 29 ismayèl 27 
chabon 31 lanm 29 konseye 27 
chaloum 31 mediterane 29 konsole 27 
don 31 mennaj 29 kôt 27 
doulè 31 mezanmi 29 peple 27 
fredi 31 prèv 29 pla 27 
jefte 31 reskonsabilite 29 pretann 27 
katôz 31 sevè 29 recho 27 
ke 31 sisan 29 sapât 27 
moulen 31 wityèm 29 teritwa 27 
nen 31 abichayi 28 tranche 27 
rebô 
CO amó 28 twamil 27 
timóte 31 atizan 28 wozo 27 
zakasya 31 avantaj 28 abija 26 
abiye 30 bougonnen 28 agôch 26 
achera 30 diftsil 28 antyoch 26 
adan 30 ebè 28 chafan 26 
aga 30 enfim 28 devwa 26 
asaf 30 fo 28 eikana 26 
chemaja 30 fwèt 28 enpoze 26 
epitou 30 gate 28 faksyonè 26 
esèpte 30 jotam 28 fwon 26 
fineas 30 kamèl 28 genlè 26 
gato 30 kilomèt 28 joakaz 26 
goud 30 mechoulam 28 jokanan 26 
granmaten 30 mizisyen 28 kanmarad 26 
grenad 30 pann 28 korije 26 
izmayèl 30 párese 28 lèd 26 
kaba 30 peri 28 maka 26 
kwók 30 pilonnen 28 maki 26 
laverite 30 plent 28 nabal 26 
lawouze 30 ramôt 28 plastwon 26 
naomi 30 regret 28 solid 26 
nazarèt 30 renmèd 28 swasant 26 
noun 30 resi 28 tise 26 
ozyas 30 tanpèt 28 vwala 26 
rivay 30 vid 28 adadezè 25 
sisera 30 zod 28 anon 25 
63 
bècheba 25 gaza 23 pâte 
dèt 25 gërazi 23 prëzans 
distans 25 gomô 23 privye 
eritaj 25 jabès 23 ra 
evi 25 jenerasyon 23 repwoche 
jeran 25 joupa 23 setan 
kalonnen 25 koutim 23 vil 
kanni 25 kwaze 23 vwal 
keyi 25 lagad 23 worn 
lafwa 25 lakis 23 zanno 
lès 25 lizyè 23 asdod 
lil 25 Iwès 23 atousa 
maji 25 metye 23 balanse 
pèse 25 naaman 23 bèffî 
santiman 25 nebat 23 bit 
sibi 25 nit 23 devwale 
teras 25 niniv 23 diskisyon 
zowobabèl 25 orèb 23 douzmil 
aièz 24 oze 23 dragon 
barik 24 pèseptè 23 enôk 
bouyi 24 rach 23 enstriman 
bwote 24 rejis 23 gwog 
dega 24 resèpsyon 23 gwosè 
efèz 24 sarayi 23 inondasyon 
espesyal 24 siyal 23 kal 
etaj 24 toutan 23 kontantman 
jezabèl 24 través 23 konviksyon 
laza 24 trezô 23 kôve 
mouchwa 24 vanse 23 lazi 
nabot 24 aa 22 leson 
og 24 akouche 22 medi 
pas 24 anmè 22 misyon 
patisipe 24 anplas 22 nevyèm 
plizyè 24 apiye 22 ofisye 
ponya 24 awogans 22 relijyon 
pwa 24 ekwon 22 senmenn 
pwal 24 fil 22 sezare 
rejwisans 24 géra 22 sitèn 
seye 24 grave 22 souz 
simityè 24 kalde 22 tit 
taks 24 kenz 22 tobija 
tasis 24 langay 22 toutrèl 
tô 24 letan 22 venn 
vale 24 machandiz 22 vi 
zile 24 madichonnen 22 zak 
ada 23 maleng 22 akîch 
akija 23 maren 22 akimelèk 
basen 23 masedouàn 22 anplis 
batcheba 23 mato 22 bandjo 
bwadchenn 23 mefibochèt 22 égare 
bweson 23 our 22 eliyab 







































































































































































































































































eyman 16 dekore 15 anmwe 
ezwon 16 dizwit 15 antann 
falèz 16 douzyèm 15 apye 
fatra 16 drapo 15 bazann 
golyat 16 e 15 bazilayi 
gran papa 16 eglon 15 beta 
jetwo 16 elichama 15 betani 
jigo 16 elve 15 bezaleyèl 
jwèt 16 elyachib 15 boul 
kantik 16 espyon 15 chapant 
keyila 16 festis 15 cheba 
labànyè 16 fieri 15 déchire 
lafyèb 16 foure 15 demanti 
lávale 16 geba 15 desèvis 
malveyan 16 gochenn 15 detay 
manto 16 ido 15 detounen 
mas 16 imoralite 15 dizwitan 
mat 16 jojakin 15 éfwon 
mèlkisedèk 16 kanbiz 15 elifaz 
nazirit 16 kès 15 emon 
nè 16 kiriyat-jearim 15 eyoud 
obèd 16 kôdon 15 gezè 
ôganize 16 komisyon 15 glas 
onzyèm 16 koresponn 15 jayi 
pikèt 16 krapo 15 jefoune 
ponpe 16 labatwa 15 jewoubaal 
refayim 16 ladesant 15 jonadab 
rekab 16 latou 15 kadejak 
reparasyon 16 majistra 15 kalamite 
reta 16 moman 15 kannari 
sadiseyen 16 neboucharadan 15 kenzyèm 
sètmil 16 nouris 15 kivèt 
sitwayen 16 ons 15 konparèt 
swasannkenz 16 pachou 15 konsève 
tache 16 pèsekisyon 15 kouran 
timna 16 pèyi 15 kristal 
tout 16 raba 15 lalèp 
toufe 16 règ 15 lanfè 
twati 16 ret 15 tous 
vakabon 16 révolte 15 majisyen 
ziba 16 senbal 15 makli 
a bel 15 senn 15 malkija 
amasa 15 senp 15 manayim 
anan 15 swete 15 mes 
annavan 15 tach 15 ouzi 
aran 15 vwazen 15 piblikasyon 
arebo 15 wôklô 15 pifô 
asanble 15 achiv 14 piyay 
blanchi 15 afè 14 planch 
boukan 15 aminadab 14 plato 
chat 15 anak 14 plonje 







































































































































































































































































12 katmil 11 anfôm 10 
12 kondannasyon 11 anhan 10 
12 konvèti 11 anmourèz 10 
12 koton 11 antye 10 
12 kouzen 11 anvye 10 
12 kwense 11 aprè 10 
12 kwochi 11 bana 10 
12 lakayi 11 bèltechaza 10 
12 lanèj 11 blayi 10 
12 lavèy 11 boulanje 10 
12 lemèk 11 chealtyèl 10 
12 malpwopte 11 chimeya 10 
11 metal 11 chini 10 
11 mikayèl 11 chip 10 
11 model 11 chouk 10 
11 nat 11 dagon 10 
11 neko 11 demare 10 
11 netofa 11 dibon 10 
11 neye 11 eliyèl 10 
11 obligasyon 11 eliyou 10 
11 Ofl 11 enskri 10 
11 otorizasyon 11 ewodyad 10 
11 peché 11 ey 10 
11 pôch 11 febles 10 
11 poli 11 flan 10 
11 pyas 11 fornann 10 
11 rarab 11 galata 10 
11 rimon 11 gratis 10 
11 salmouna 11 jayèl 10 
11 sedwon 11 jerakmeyèl 10 
11 sevre 11 jeworam 10 
11 sèz 11 kacho 10 
11 sistèm 11 kami 10 
11 sizo 11 kayif 10 
11 son 11 keda 10 
11 tanbou 11 kiltivatè 10 
11 tôde 11 klôch 10 
11 trese 11 konpliman 10 
11 trete 11 konsiderasyon 10 
11 vachti 11 koud 10 
11 vannen 11 kriminèl 10 
11 venndemil 11 lans 10 
11 vize 11 laras 10 
11 voryen 11 lasirans 10 
11 wôl 11 levasyon 10 
11 zebak 11 liny 10 
11 zebede 11 mach 10 
11 zekarya 11 mafi 10 
11 zif 11 manto 10 
11 abdon 10 mason 10 
11 abyezè 10 megido 10 







































































































































































































































































bennwi 8 kôrèk 8 tripotay 
CO
 
bèt-chean 8 krèt 8 vare 8 
bodri 8 krik 8 venmil 8 
bozra 8 lidi 8 vennde 8 
chankre 8 lit 8 vennkatriyèm 8 
chelemya 8 lóloj 8 wetan 8 
chwa 8 lôuz 8 wogatwa 8 
degoutan 8 mab 
CO
 woulèt 8 
depozisyon 8 mapral 8 zabdi 8 
doutans 8 marecha 8 zaviwon 8 
eba! 8 masa 8 zelochad 8 
echtawôl 8 medanm 8 zepôlèt 8 
edreyi 8 milkôm 
CO
 zibeyon 8 
en 8 natal 8 zilpa 8 
enôch 8 natif 
oo abichwa 7 
epis 8 node 8 abijam 7 
eskalye 8 notab 8 achoub 7 
etam 8 oliba 8 afèk 7 
evite 8 ori 8 akiias 7 
feliks 8 oulda 8 akinoam 7 
figfrans 8 ourim 8 akizasyon 7 
fimye 8 ouz 8 anbake 7 
feme 8 plake 8 annafè 7 
fontenn 8 plani 8 apoiôs 7 
fôtifye 8 plon 8 arafa 7 
fouchèt 8 pretansyon 8 asaja 7 
fyèl 8 prigad 8 astawôt 7 
galasi 8 priyè 8 atann 7 
gilboa 8 pwenti 8 avila 7 
gome 8 pwosè 8 basmat 7 
jasmen 8 rechanj 8 batayon 7 
jefô 8 repitasyon 8 bèlchaza 7 
jennfi 8 repouse 8 bèlzeboul 7 
jennonm 8 reyalize 8 bere 7 
jerèd 8 reyoum 8 betsayda 7 
joanan 8 riz 8 bonnanj 7 
jobab 8 salon 8 bouki 7 
jôn 8 salpèt 8 brave 7 
kadmyèl 8 sante 8 chalbari 7 
karanklou 8 sèkèy 8 chanbrann 7 
karannsenk 8 simil 8 charité 7 
kareman 8 sitou 8 chasè 7 
katran 8 soko 8 chema 7 
katye 8 som 8 cherebya 7 
keba 8 soulye 8 chimèyi 7 
keretyen 8 tanak 8 dedomajman 7 
kijan 8 tank 8 detou 7 
kle 8 terak 8 dèyô 7 
kôlèt 8 tofèt 8 dichón 7 
konsolasyon 8 tolere 8 dimanch 7 
kopye 8 toutotou 8 diri 7 
koray 8 trase 8 dizon 7 
70 
djôb 7 layis 7 twoas 
dokiman 7 legim 7 venndezan 
efa 7 lejè 7 venntwazan 
elifelèt 7 lento 7 venteyen 
elnatan 7 libi 7 vwayajè 
endijan 7 lotan 7 wanga 
enpôtan 7 machin 7 woy 
enstale 7 machwè 7 zabad 
entelijans 7 makônen 7 zegwi 
entérese 7 malaleyèl 7 zen 
eskiz 7 mank 7 zera 
etan 7 matant 7 zipô 
filozôf 7 menayèm 7 zoan 
fistibal 7 menmfis 7 aboli 
gechou 7 metouchela 7 achitoub 
gedô 7 milan 7 adjwen 
gigach 7 môso 7 ajok 
giyon 7 môtye 7 aktivite 
gô] 7 mouvman 7 aleksann 
ira 7 natirèl 7 amasayi 
itayi 7 nèftali 7 ame 
ivwa 7 nouvo 7 andedan 
jabok 7 ôdinè 7 angedi 
jamout 7 ofèl 7 apachad 
jasp 7 ola 7 apad 
jennmoun 7 pasay 7 apolôs 
ji 7 pave 7 apse 
jozabad 7 penyen 7 ara 
kabicha 7 peyô 7 arad 
kadès-banea 7 pisga 7 araounak 
kajou 7 pon 7 asi 
kana 7 posesyon 7 asye 
karantmil 7 poud 7 atach 
karès 7 pout 7 atak 
katôzan 7 pwofi 7 atemis 
kazèn 7 razwa 7 atèn 
kemôch 7 rechap 7 azèl 
kenan 7 renka 7 baliz 
kiriyat-aba 7 repozwa 7 bebayi 
kitim 7 revelasyon 7 bèlsè 
klou 7 rezilta 7 bewôt 
kôlèg 7 salmanaza 7 bildad 
konsekans 7 santan 7 b'rtasyon 
kopi 7 sen 7 biwo 
koukou 7 sevi 7 boukannen 
kounye 7 sirèn 7 chadwon 
koutwôch 7 sourit 7 chai 
laji 7 tenyen 7 chama 
lapoula 7 tibebe 7 chamayi 
lasistans 7 tiglat-pilesè 7 chamwa 
lawodise 7 tola 7 chari 
























































 kèsyonnen 6 pilon 
CD
 
chov 6 ketoura 6 plafón 6 
damou 6 kimen 6 planche 6 
dechouke 6 kiyè 6 plannen 6 
defense 6 kokenn 6 pôk 6 
dekonpoze 6 konfôm 6 potifa 6 
dekoupe 6 kretyen 6 ram 6 
dekwa 6 krizolit 6 re 6 
denmon 6 lafen 6 reaja 6 
depafini 6 lakansyèl 6 rekèm 6 
depans 6 lakôt 6 sajès 6 
dirèk 6 lawont 6 salmon 6 
disetan 6 levyatan 6 salou 6 
divize 6 lèzam 6 sanven 6 
divas 6 list 6 sanvenmil 6 
dizan 6 maché 6 sefora 6 
do 6 makak 6 senkan 6 
dyaman 6 makpela 6 senksanven 6 
ebèd 6 malen 6 sévis 6 
echkôl 6 mal ou k 6 sigôy 6 
egziste 6 mandragô 6 simaye 6 
elat 6 maon 6 sispèk 6 
elyoenayi 6 masketi 6 sitadèl 6 
enspeksyon 6 matitya 6 sofa 6 
ezyongebè 6 matye 6 sosyete 6 
fenisi 6 mèb 6 soulajman 6 
fofile 6 meremôt 6 talmayi 6 
frize 6 michayèl 6 tapanès 6 
fwenn 6 michèl 6 tel 6 
gaya 6 migdôl 6 tenten 6 
gayis 6 milyon 6 testaman 6 
gonm 6 moul 6 tichbe 6 
grate 6 moutad 6 tipitit 6 
grefe 6 naama 6 topaz 6 
grif 6 natanayèl 6 toubouyon 6 
ikonyom 6 netanèl 6 toulejou 6 
jafya 6 niche 6 tranndezan 6 
jamen 6 nikodèm 6 vennsèt 6 
jechou 6 nôb 6 witsankarant 6 
jedyayèl 6 obeyisan 6 zeboul 6 
jeiyèl 6 odija 6 zeklè 6 
jekiyèl 6 ofni 6 zeraja 6 
jeneral 6 onè 6 zèv 6 
jojarib 6 onzan 6 zôtoian 6 
joktan 6 opozisyon 6 abarim 5 
jozadak 6 owoliyab 6 abib 5 
kab 6 pakat-moab 6 abichag 5 
kalson 6 pareôch 6 ab'rtid 5 
katsansenkant 6 pensèt 6 achoum 5 
kedôlaômè 6 pèsiste 6 achpenaz 5 
kenzan 6 pèsonèl 6 adma 5 
kèpopôz 6 pèt 6 admet 5 
72 
adoram 5 dizwitmil 5 karanteyennan 5 
agit 5 doèg 5 kaye 5 
aja 5 dominen 5 kenana 5 
akbô 5 dot 5 kichon 5 
akrèk 5 doub 5 kiriyat-sefè 5 
alfe 5 double 5 klas 5 
amedata 5 dwôl 5 kontak 5 
anbiskad 5 ebèdmelèk 5 kôs 5 
anbyen 5 egzakteman 5 kot 5 
arab 5 elèz 5 koub 5 
arameyen 5 elim 5 kouve 5 
aristak 5 elyasaf 5 kreyasyon 5 
asire 5 enan 5 kreyôl 5 
asosye 5 enstriksyon 5 kwoupi 5 
aspik 5 eskandal 5 lachas 5 
asyèl 5 espesyalman 5 lanbisyon 5 
atôkile 5 espyonnen 5 lanmou 5 
atouch 5 estraôdinè 5 laplenn 5 
ava 5 ezekyèl 5 lasante 5 
avit 5 fasafas 5 laye 5 
azareyèl 5 fetay 5 layedan 5 
azazèl 5 filange 5 lekontrè 5 
azeka 5 foula 5 leyopa 5 
azewôt 5 fye 5 lezam 5 
baalanan 5 gabriyèl 5 libètinay 5 
bala 5 gadinaj 5 lizyas 5 
bekè 5 galal 5 iwe 5 
beyó 5 gamaliyèl 5 maaka 5 
bezè 5 ganizon 5 magôg 5 
bikri 5 ganmèl 5 malachit 5 
biye 5 gemarya 5 malfektè 5 
boaz 5 gozan 5 manchet 5 
bofi 5 grandèt 5 mara 5 
bonkou 5 grennen 5 matan 5 
bravo 5 icheyi 5 medeba 5 
brital 5 inifôm 5 merab 5 
bwapen 5 inon 5 minen 5 
chafat 5 itali 5 mouch 5 
chebanya 5 iva 5 moza 5 
chelak 5 jakat 5 naat 5 
chou nam 5 jarèt 5 najôt 5 
dèb 5 jayiris 5 netaneyèl 5 
debake 5 jazon 5 nimchi 5 
défi 5 jennen 5 nimewo 5 
demann 5 jeouda 5 nivo 5 
desansenkant 5 jeoudi 5 on 5 
détache 5 jibye 5 ono 5 
devwe 5 jis 5 ouryèl 5 
dichan 5 kach 5 owonayim 5 
dikte 5 kalmi 5 palou 5 
disèt 5 kamwazi 5 panfili 5 































































































































































dezôm 4 ipokrizi 4 makat 4 
diferan 4 itil 4 maklon 4 
divan 4 jaken 4 mala 4 
donmaje 4 jalam 4 malchichwa 4 
dotan 4 javan 4 malonèt 4 
douvanjou 4 jaziyèl 4 manarat 4 
drese 4 jeozadak 4 mant 4 
dyak 4 jeremot 4 maseya 4 
ebyasaf 4 jès 4 matât 4 
edè 4 jimia 4 matatyas 4 
égal 4 jimo 4 mecha 4 
egayi 4 joa 4 mechelemya 4 
eksè 4 jojada 4 melanj 4 
elefan 4 joksan 4 mèlki 4 
elèv 4 jon 4 mentou 4 
elisou 4 jwisans 4 mesyedam 4 
elyada 4 kabouya 4 mibsam 4 
enganm 4 karannsenkmil 4 michma 4 
ennon 4 karejak 4 mijamen 4 
eskalade 4 katsantrantan 4 miklôt 4 
estemoa 4 kaw 4 mimoukan 4 
eswôm 4 kedemot 4 mistè 4 
etajè 4 kiryatayim 4 miyô 4 
ev 4 klète 4 miza 4 
evilmewodak 4 kôday 4 mizrayim 4 
fese 4 kolonn 4 molada 4 
filaplon 4 kolôs 4 movezak 4 
finisman 4 komisyonè 4 naason 4 
fondé 4 konfyolo 4 nachon 4 
frison 4 konpanyi 4 nama 4 
fwonmaj 4 konplote 4 nawoum 4 
gadko 4 konpozisyon 4 nebajot 4 
gadyen 4 kontaminen 4 nefèg 4 
galet 4 kôtakot 4 neglijans 4 
garizim 4 koupi 4 nekoda 4 
gasi 4 koutba 4 neve 4 
gat-rimon 4 koutpwen 4 nevè 4 
gaz 4 kreyati 4 nimwôd 4 
gazon 4 kwis 4 nitou 4 
gechèm 4 lacharite 4 noa 4 
gibeton 4 lanmen 4 obôt 4 
gidèl 4 lansanswa 4 odavya 4 
gideyoni 4 laparans 4 ofèv 4 
gôl 4 laperez 4 ofiske 4 
golan 4 ieki 4 ogla 4 
goudwon 4 lekôl 4 okran 4 
gouni 4 lestrad 4 omwen 4 
gram 4 lida 4 onezim 4 
granmèt 4 lodeba 4 oryon 4 
grann 4 lyann 4 otonyèl 4 
grinyen 4 machwa 4 oucha 4 
griy 4 madmwazèl 4 oucham 4 
75 
ouchim 4 sarepta 4 zôrye 4 
oulam 4 savon 4 zou 4 
ouzya 4 sefavayim 4 aava 3 
pagiyèl 4 senksansenkant 4 abdi 3 
paltyèl 4 senti 4 abèl-meola 3 
patriyôt 4 sètoblije 4 abil 3 
patwon 4 sewouja 4 àbinadad 3 
pawoli 4 sibekayi 4 abinoram 3 
pedachou 4 sidim 4 abiyoud 3 
pelaja 4 sin 4 achan 3 
pentire 4 sitwon 4 achbèl 3 
peres 4 soupi 4 achkenaz 3 
piraton 4 sourichadayi 4 aden 3 
pisidi 4 swe 4 adid 3 
poblèm 4 tafyatè 4 adna 
co 
ponn 4 tanzantan 4 adonibezèk 3 
pons 4 tapwak 4 adonikam 3 
pot 4 tara 4 adonisedèk 3 
poupou 4 tatenayi 4 adopte 3 
pratik 4 terib 4 adramelèk 3 
privilèj 4 tiyati 4 adyèl 3 
pwofesè 4 tôb 4 aewopaj 3 
pyese 4 tonmaren 4 agat 3 
raab 4 total 4 aka 3 
rabese 4 tranntwazan 4 akchaf 3 
radi 4 trape 4 akiloud 3 
radôt 4 très 4 akô 3 
rafad 4 trèzan 4 akyo 3 
rafrechi 4 tribilasyon 4 alantou 3 
raj 4 tripotaj 4 albat 3 
ranbleye 4 twasanmil 4 alemèt 3 
ranmye 4 twoub 4 alon 3 
ranvoye 4 twouse 4 ametis 3 
ravaj 4 venen 4 amiyèl 3 
rayisab 4 venteyinyèm 4 amoui 3 
rekabya 4 ventyèm 4 amoutal 3 
rekomandasyon 4 veyatrf 4 andô 3 
remete 4 vizitè 4 an-gannim 3 
revenan 4 w'al 4 ani 3 
revoke 4 w'aval 4 annile 3 
rispa 4 wouke 4 anvè 3 
rize 4 wouye 4 anwogèl 3 
sakit 4 yan 4 ar 3 
sala 4 yanyan 4 arak 3 
salèm 4 yè 4 asabya 3 
salka 4 zache 4 asfat 3 
salma 4 zanmann 4 asiste 3 
salwe 4 zanoa 4 asnat 3 
samla 4 zaretan 4 asôs 3 
sandizan 4 zepi 4 asriyèl 3 
sankarannkatmil 4 zepis 4 atayim 3 















































































































































































jewoboam 3 kouchan-riche 3 morechèt 3 
jewokam 3 kouchi 3 mou 3 
jezè 3 koulin 3 mwèl 3 
jibleyam 3 kouti 3 nafich 3 
jikija 3 koutkôn 3 nara 3 
jiman 3 krabinen 3 nas 3 
jirija 3 krabye 3 nearya 3 
jirimeja 3 krak 3 nechèl 3 
jitran 3 kwafi 3 nemwèl 3 
jokneyam 3 lagon 3 nevan 3 
joz 3 lapannkôt 3 nisan 3 
jwenti 3 lape 3 nômal 3 
kabseyèl 3 lapèch 3 nye 3 
kadran 3 lapes 3 obab 3 
kaftô 3 laplas 3 obsève 3 
kakemich 3 lapolis 3 odas 3 
kalak 3 lasj 3 omè 3 
kalandriye 3 lejitim 3 onam 3 
kann 3 lespay 3 onezifô 3 
kanson 3 lesye 3 00 3 
kanton 3 lezo 3 oreya 3 
karanndemil 3 lik 3 ont 3 
karannsimil 3 lonbrit 3 otam 3 
karantwit 3 maat 3 otnyèl 3 
karese 3 madayi 3 ouni 3 
kaslou 3 madras 3 oupim 3 
kaswol 3 makout 3 ouvèti 3 
katôzmil 3 malkyèl 3 oza 3 
katrevenmil 3 malsite 3 paladô 3 
katsanmil 3 manda 3 palisad 3 
kefira 3 mapou 3 palto 3 
kelita 3 marasa 3 paradi 3 
kemwèl 3 marayi 3 parèyman 3 
kilbite 3 masak 3 paseyak 3 
kiljon 3 masedwàn 3 pataje 3 
kinerèt 3 matata 3 patwouj 3 
kizin 3 matenayi 3 pèdisyon 3 
klate 3 matirize 3 pèj 3 
klod 3 meday 3 pekak 3 
kokennchenn 3 medikaman 3 pekaya 3 
kolaja 3 mefat 3 peny 3 
konanya 3 menas 3 penyèl 3 
konble 3 merèd 3 petaja 3 
konfese 3 mètdam 3 pikôl 3 
konfôme 3 mewôm 3 piton 3 
konplete 3 miba 3 platfônrc 3 
konpôtman 3 mikaja 3 platin 3 
konpoze 3 mile 3 pli 3 
konsantman 3 milsan 3 potich 3 
konsilte 3 mit 3 potifera 3 
kontante 3 montre 3 poudbwa 3 
kontrè 3 more 3 pouriti 3 
78 
povizyon 3 souflete 3 z 3 
predikasyon 3 swasanndezan 3 zagoudi 3 
prediksyon 3 swasanndisèt 3 zekaraya 3 
pwofondè 3 swasannsenkan 3 zelofeyad 3 
pwovisyon 3 swasanntwit 3 zerès 3 
ralfô 3 swèt 3 zibya 3 
rankontre 3 tabita 3 zila 3 
ranse 3 talon 3 zima 3 
ranvwaye 3 tanè 3 zoka 3 
realize 3 tanga 3 zóm 3 
refaja 3 tapi 3 zong 3 
rekômande 3 tchwit 3 aaa 2 
rekonesans 3 tema 3 aba 2 
rekonpanse 3 temwanyaj 3 abakik 2 
rekrepi 3 tensèl 3 abda 2 
remarye 3 teren 3 abida 2 
reou 
00 tiberyad 3 abimayèl 2 
res 3 tibni 3 abital 2 
respe 3 tinèg 3 abiyèl 2 
revolisyon 3 togama 3 abona 2 
rezèv 3 toumim 3 about 2 
rezinyen 3 tounant 3 abwona 2 
sad 3 toupizi 3 abya 2 
sakaje 3 tourim 3 achárela 2 
salte 3 toutalantou 3 achbo 2 
sandimil 3 toutespre 3 achip 2 
sandouz 3 tradi 3 achou 2 
sankatreven 3 trangle 3 ad 2 
sankatrevenmil 3 trannsimil 3 adam 2 
santrannsetan 3 trannsis 3 adbeyèl 2 
santrantan 3 tranntwitan 3 adi 2 
sanvennsèt 3 tranteyennan 3 adlayi 2 
sarezè 3 trip 3 admen 2 
satîsfè 3 tripot 3 adoniram 2 
segoub 3 tris 3 adouram 2 
seni 3 twasanswasant 3 adrak 2 
senkanndezan 3 twenzi 3 adriyèl 2 
senkanntwamil 3 twofim 3 afaksad 2 
separasyon 3 twouble 3 afeka 2 
sètsanswasant 3 vennkatmil 3 agaba 2 
sewoug 3 vennsetyèm 3 agabis 2 
sèzmil 3 venteyennan 3 agi 2 
sèzyèm 3 ventnevan 3 agija 2 
sika 3 vètè 3 agzib 2 
silven 3 visye 3 ajisman 2 
siryon 3 vizavi 
co akalya 2 
sisantwamil 3 votou 3 aki 2 
sitim 3 vwazin 3 akila 2 
sitwonèl 3 vyeyès 3 akim 2 
soba 3 wondonmon 3 akimot 2 
solisyon 3 woti 3 akitofèl 2 





















































































































































































































2 edén 2 
2 efal 2 
2 egla 2 
2 eklere 2 
2 ekselans 2 
2 elada 2 
2 elaza 2 
2 elda 2 
2 eldad 2 
2 eleale 2 
2 elealè 2 
2 elèb 2 
2 elèk 2 
2 elicheba 2 
2 elifeleou 2 
2 elimas 2 
2 eliyoud 2 
2 elkat 2 
2 elmadam 2 
2 eloyi 2 
2 elpeièt 2 
2 elyata 2 
2 elyopolis 2 
2 elzabad 2 
2 emannwèl 2 
2 emès 2 
2 emim 2 
2 emwod 2 
2 emwôd 2 
2 enayim 2 
2 enjenyè 2 
2 en ka 2 
2 ennève 2 
2 enôs 2 
2 en pe 2 
2 enpi 2 
2 enpo 2 
2 enspekte 2 
2 ensten 2 
2 entèl 2 
2 entelijan 2 
2 entèmedyè 2 
2 envitasyon 2 
2 erèk 2 
2 eri 2 
2 eritay 2 
2 eskive 2 
2 esli 2 
2 esmin 2 
2 espektak 2 
2 espere 2 

























































































































































































































konbinezon 2 levit 
CM
 mewodak-baladan 2 
konkonm 2 leyab 2 mewonot 2 
konmisyon 2 libere 2 meya 2 
kontwôl 2 like 2 meyi 2 
konvnab 2 limite 2 mezarab 2 
korazen 2 loud 2 mibza 2 
kouchèt 2 loukit 2 micheyal 2 
koulwa 2 lowouchama 2 migwon 2 
koutmen 2 maalat 2 mikmetat 2 
kouwonnen 2 madmana 2 mikneja 2 
kouzin 2 magazen 2 mildesansenkannkat 2 
kozam 2 makelôt 2 milité 2 
kozbi 2 maleleyèl 2 minab 2 
krebete 2 maieyèl 2 mini 2 
kredi 2 malkadi 2 misrefot 2 
krèm 2 maloti 2 mitka 2 
kri 2 manniganse 2 mitridat 2 
krispis 2 mannigèt 2 mizerikôd 2 
kriz 2 mape 2 mizi 2 
kwout 2 marekay 2 mizire 2 
kyerès 2 maske 2 mod 2 
labab 2 masreka 2 montan 2 
labank 2 matana 2 morija 2 
labsent 2 matatya 2 mosewot 2 
lach 2 mati 2 mouche 2 
lajisman 2 matízala 2 moun-vivan-ki-wè 2 
lakranp 2 matla 2 mwenmenm 2 
lakrèt 2 matri 2 rtach 2 
iamach 2 matyas 2 nadad 2 
lamèk 2 mazyôt 2 naftou 2 
lanbi 2 meble 2 nagayi 2 
lanbouchi 2 mechezabeyèl 2 najwa 2 
lanman 2 mechiiemit 2 nakalyèl 2 
lanni 2 mechilemot 2 natanya 2 
lanpresman 2 medad 2 nèfsan 2 
laparèy 2 medan 2 nèfsanswasanntrèz 2 
iapen 2 meditèrane 2 nèfsantrant 2 
laperez 2 melak 2 neftoa 2 
lapousinyè 2 melea 2 negal 2 
lasosyete 2 melèk 2 negal-sarezè 2 
latranbiad 2 mena 2 nekelam 2 
latrin 2 menaje 
CM
 neri 2 
lavant 2 menmman 2 netaneèl 2 
laviwonn 2 menwi 2 nezyak 2 
lechèm 2 menwit 2 nikolayit 2 
lekipay 2 meola 2 nimrim 2 
lema 2 meonotayi 2 niswok 2 
lemwèl 2 meoujaèl 2 noba 2 
lend 2 meribaal 2 noga 2 
lesèk 2 mesi 2 nouri 2 
lete 2 metabel 2 nway 2 
levènman 2 metouchaèl 2 nwi 2 
83 
obeyisans 2 ploye 2 reza 2 
ochaya 2 podyab 2 rezéf 2 
ôdonans 2 pokerèt 2 ribi 2 
ofisyèl 2 polis 2 rifat 2 
ogidgad 2 postim 2 rifis 2 
okabennen 2 pounon 2 rimonn 2 
okipasyon 2 poura 2 risa 2 
000 2 pouva 2 ritma 2 
opa 2 prepoze 2 sabaktani 2 
opal 2 prèske 2 sabta 2 
oram 2 prêtés 2 sabteka 2 
oran 2 prije 2 sadôk 2 
osa 2 priska 2 sadouàn 2 
oti 
CM
 pwelon 2 saf 
CM
 
otorize 2 pwente 2 safran 
CM
 
oubyen 2 pwogré 2 salasyèl 2 
oukôk 2 pwomennen 2 salatyèl 2 
oui 2 pwopryete 2 salome 2 
oulayi 2 pwôpte 2 sankatrevensenk 2 
ousa 2 pyafe 2 sankre 2 
outayi 2 pyakiwôt 2 sanswasanndouz 2 
ouzal 2 pyèj 2 sanvennde 2 
ouzayi 2 pyes 2 sanvenntwa 2 
ozèm 2 rabi 2 sanventan 2 
pafôs 2 rachonnen 2 sanzave 2 
pake 2 radiyès 2 sarid 2 
pako 2 rado 2 sefarayim 2 
palti 2 rago 2 sefas 2 
pan 2 rakèt 2 sèjiyis 2 
pankô 2 ramôt-galarad 2 seka 2 
pantan 2 ranblè 2 sekle 2 
pares 2 rapid 2 sel 2 
paresèz 2 rasanble 2 sela 2 
patwous 2 rasi 2 selèd 2 
pègam 2 raze 2 semeyin 2 
pekôd 2 reba 2 semiramôt 2 
pelesyen 2 rechech 2 sena 2 
pengwen 2 rechèf 2 senkannèfmil 2 
penti 2 redi 2 senkannkatmil 2 
perèz-ouza 2 refaya 2 senkannsenkan 2 
peryód 2 refrayim 2 senkannsètmil 2 
pèsi 2 reklamasyon 2 senkantyèm 2 
peto 2 remo 2 senkè 2 
pi-ayiwôt 2 renn 2 senksanmil 2 
pibliyis 2 replante 2 senksanzan 2 
pichón 2 reprezante 2 sentre 2 
pinon 2 resite 2 senyen 2 
pipi 2 resoti 2 sèpantye 2 
pipirit 2 retounen 2 sera 2 
pis 2 revann 2 seraya 2 
plaj 2 révolte 2 serèd 2 




 tannoumèt 2 vennsenkyem 2 
seryozite 2 tanwan 2 vennsetan 2 
sètifye 2 tarea 2 vennsimil 2 
sètsankaranntwa 2 tayat 2 venntnèf 2 
sètsanswasannsis 2 tchoule 2 venntwa 2 
sètsantrant 2 techima 2 venntwamil 2 
sètsanven 2 telayim 2 venntwit 2 
sètyèm 2 telèm 2 volay 2 
seva 2 tèm 2 vouzan 2 
sèvyèt 2 tèrèch 2 vreman 2 
sewouk 2 tètilis 2 witsanmil 2 
seyira 2 teyat 2 witsanzan 2 
sidès 
CM
 teyofil 2 wob 2 
sila 2 tideal 2 wodanim 2 
sini 2 ti-fon 2 wogelim 2 
sinon 2 tifsak 2 womanti-ezè 2 
sisankarannde 2 «g 2 wonmaren 2 
sisanmil 2 tikva 2 wouj-blan 2 
sisansenkannde 2 timnat-sera 2 woz 2 
sisansenkant 2 tiraj 2 yachoub 2 
sisanswasannsis 2 tiraka 2 yakim 2 
sisanventeyen 2 tiras 2 yèswa 2 
sisanzan 2 tisa 2 zabab 2 
sismayi 2 tiyo 2 zabadi 2 
sora 2 tizon 2 zabayi 2 
soreya 2 toufounen 2 zabdyèl 2 
sostén 2 toulèdis 2 zaboud 2 
sotayi 2 touman 2 zafon 2 
soud 2 towou 2 zakayi 2 
soûle 2 tôy 2 zalmona 2 
soumisyon 2 trakase 2 zandoiit 2 
soutelak 2 tranbleman 2 zavan 2 
souvan 2 trannsenkmil 2 zefo 2 
swak 2 trannsizan 2 zekaraja 2 
swasanndemil 2 tranntwa 2 zema 2 
swasanndi 2 tras 2 zenglen 2 
swasanndouz 2 travo 2 zetam 2 
swasannkatmil 2 trezorye 2 zeyis 2 
swasannkatoz 2 triye 2 zimran 2 
swasannkatozmil 2 twalèt 2 ziv 2 
swasannsèt 2 twamilsisan 2 ziwondèl 2 
swasannsis 2 twasankarannsenk 2 zofa 2 
swasantmil 2 twasan katreven ndi 2 zofayi 2 
tabayót 2 twasankatrevenndouz 2 zora 2 
tabera 2 twasanswasanndouz 2 zorea 2 
tade 2 twasantrannsèt 2 zouf 2 
tajat 2 twasantrannsètmil 2 abadon 1 
taka 2 twasanven 2 aban 1 
takan 2 twasanzan 2 abana 1 
takpenès 2 vekse 2 abasinya 1 
t'ai 2 venndezyèm 2 abaya 1 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































boukten 1 chemebè 
boukya 1 chemwèl 
bouna 1 chenaja 
bouskile 1 chenasa 
bouwo 1 chennèt 
bouzi 1 chepatya 
bozès 1 chera 
bozka 1 chéri 
bozo 1 cheta 
brav 1 cheva 
briding 1 chibeya 
bwèsonyè 1 chibolèt 
bwôch 1 chicha 
bwôdè 1 chifi 
byennerèz 1 chîfonnen 
chaalim 1 chifra 
chabab 1 chiftan 
chabetayi 1 chîkawon 
chabrak 1 chikô 
chachayi 1 chilcha 
chafam 1 chilim 
chagaz 1 chilman 
chalabin 1 chima 
chalbon 1 chimeam 
chalechèt 1 chimon 
chairman 1 chimrat 
chamcherayi 1 chimrit 
chamlayi 1 chinawôt 
chamout 1 chineab 
chandelye 1 chira 
chaoucha 1 chitrayi 
chaplèt 1 chiyon 
chara 1 choa 
charasima 1 choam 
charayi 1 choba 
charezè 1 chobèk 
chasi 1 choni 
chave 1 choublak 
chave-kiryatayim 1 choufan 
chawouyèm 1 chouke 
chea-jachoub 1 choula 
cheal 1 choumat 
chebanyas 1 choumèm 
chebè 1 choumèn 
chefatyawou 1 chouza 
chefi 1 chwak 
chefo 1 chwanm 
chefoufan 1 chwichwi 
chelèk 1 chyo 
chelemaya 1 dabechèt 
cheletnija 1 dabera 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































jakoba 1 jeramôt 
jaksya 1 jeremayi 
jaleyèl 1 jeribayi 
jalon 1 jeryèl 
jalou 1 jeryôt 
jannlèk 1 jesana 
janbyè 1 jewoboran 
janoum 1 jewoud 
jara 1 jewoukal 
jarechya 1 jewouyèl 
jari 1 jeyoada 
jasa 1 jeyojada 
jasayi 1 jezimyèl 
jatniyèl 1 jezwa 
jatsa 1 jezyèl 
jawoja 1 jibleam 
jayat 1 jibneja 
jayit 1 jibniya 
jaze 1 jibsam 
jazis 1 jichiya 
jazyèl 1 jichmayèl 
jeatrayi 1 jichva 
jebal 1 jichvi 
jeberekiya 1 jideala 
jebija 1 jidit 
jechaja 1 jidlaf 
jechè 1 jifta 
jechimôt 1 jigal 
jili jechouwoun 1 
jedewôt 1 jinyas 
jedeya 1 jipeyèl 
jedida 1 jiremeja 
jedidya 1 jireyon 
jeditoun 1 jiska 
jefounè 1 jîsmaja 
jega 1 jismakya 
jekabzel 1 jisri 
jekdeja 1 jitla 
jekebeab 1 jitma 
jekoaja 1 jitra 
jekoutiyèl 1 jizi 
jemali 1 jizija 
jèmen 1 jizraja 
jemina 1 jizrèyèl 
jemouyèl 1 joach 
jemwèl 1 joachenn 
jeojarib 1 jobata 
jeoujèl 1 jobeya 
jeoukal 1 jocha 
jeoyada l jochèb 
jeoyarib 1 jocheba 











































































































konsènan 1 lafos 1 likaonyen 
konsiltasyon 1 lafoura t liki 
kontremèt 1 lagal 1 likid 
kontwol 1 lagrandyab 1 linis 
kontwolè 1 lakal 1 linyen 
kontwôlè 1 lakomin 1 linyorans 
kora 1 lakoum 1 lisi 
koripsyon 1 lakre 1 lisiyis 
kôsaj 1 lam 1 litoure 
kostim 1 lamarin t livrezon 
kôtèj 1 lamas r livwa 
koube 1 lamizè 1 lizaj 
kouchaja 1 lamizèrikod 1 lizanyas 
koudjay 1 landrèt 1 lizay 
koudmen 1 lannen 1 liziyis 
koujin 1 lantonwa 1 làbèy 
kouleba 1 lapeti 1 lôfre 
koum 1 lapidât 1 ionè 
koumanse 1 lapousiyè 1 lonn 
koumansman 1 lapsent 1 lorami 
koun 1 larelijyon 1 lorye 
koupyon 1 lasanble 1 losyon 
koutay 1 lasnal 1 lot6n 
koutbaton 1 laspik 1 louga 
koutdan 1 laten 1 loyis 
koutvan 1 lawouy 1 Itama 
kozeba 1 lay 1 maadya 
krab 1 layèl 1 maarat 
krabouye 1 layich 1 maaseja 
krake 1 layite 1 maayi 
kranpon 1 laze 1 maazya 
kraponnaj 1 lebana 1 mabouya 
krenyen 1 lebaôt 1 mâchai 
krepisay 1 lebona 1 machande 
kresan 1 lecha 1 machiya 
kreve 1 lechi 1 machoulam 
krizopraz 1 lèdven 1 madmèn 
kwafè 1 lèg 1 madmena 
kwizin 1 legzistans 1 madon 
kwôchèt 1 leka 1 madôn 
kwôkachen 1 lèkonsa 1 madou 
kwoke 1 lelit 1 madouk 
kwôkmô 1 lemou 1 magadan 
laad 1 lèse 1 magbich 
labilèn 1 lesen 1 magdiyèl 
labitid 1 lesèt 1 magpyach 
labondans 1 lesivèz 1 majè 
labrin 1 lesivyèz 1 majô 
labwa 1 letouch 1 makakri 
lada 1 leza 1 makan 
lademann 1 libnat 1 makaz 
ladmirasyon 1 likaoni 1 makbanayi 
94 
makbena 1 mazya 1 mildisèt 
makla 1 meara 1 milkatsan 
maknadebayi 1 mebounayi 1 milsenkannde 
makol 1 mèch 1 milsenksan 
makonnen 1 mechida 1 milsètsan 
makseja 1 mechisa 1 milsètsanswasant 
malachi 1 mechobab 1 milye 
malandren 1 mechoulemèt 1 milyonven 
malat 1 mefrat 1 mima 
malchans 1 megibo 1 mina 
malchiya 1 megidon 1 minis 
malefis 1 mejakon 1 minit 
malerèz 1 mekona 1 minyamen 
malfezans 1 melatya 1 mir 
mali 1 melikou 1 mira 
malkam 1 melon 1 mira-tayim 
malkichwa 1 menase 1 misperèt 
malkiram 1 menjamen 1 mitilèn 
malkis 1 menjamin 1 mitni 
malkiyèl 1 mennase 1 mizerab 
malkya 1 mennwit 1 mizerikod 
malpalan 1 menouyot 1 mizpe 
malt 1 meounim 1 moadya 
malveyans 1 mepriz 1 mode 
manaat 1 meraja 1 molib 
manayèn 1 merayôt 1 mongonmen 
manche 1 merenng 1 mosa 
manfouben 1 meris 1 mosera 
mangonmen 1 mesa 1 mouflon 
mantèg 1 mesaja 1 moukri 
maok 1 mesilemot 1 moupen 
maralèb 1 metabeyèl 1 moutou 
maréala 1 mewôz 1 mov 
marekaj 1 micham 1 movèzeta 
masaj 1 michezabèl 1 myèt 
masayi 1 michmana 1 naala 
masdiyèl 1 michra 1 naalôl 
mase 1 miden 1 naam 
masena 1 mifkad 1 naaran 
masonn 1 migdaledè 1 nabad 
maspinen 1 migdalèl 1 nachamani 
masyas 1 migdal-gad 1 nadak 
materyèl 1 mikalaou 1 nadya 
matrèb 1 mikaya 1 nagach 
matrèd 1 mikayèk 1 nakarayi 
mawoka 1 mikmach 1 nakat 
mawôt 1 mikri 1 nakbi 
may 1 milalayi 1 nakon 
maye 1 mildesan 1 nalal 
mayim 1 mildesankarannsèt 1 nam 
mayouman 1 mildesanswasant 1 nanchon 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































vakabonday 1 yadwa 1 zereda 1 
vakans 1 yaleyèl 1 zerèt 1 
vaksin 1 yamen 1 zerèt-aeha 1 
valet 1 yati 1 zeri 1 
vandredi 1 yaval 1 zesèl 1 
vanje 1 yazeyèl 1 zèsès 1 
vanya 1 yechaya 1 zeta 1 
vayèb 1 yekiyèl 1 zetan 1 
vayzata 1 yerapolis 1 zewô 1 
vegle 1 yesè 1 zezanya 1 
vèmen 1 yezè 1 zicha 
venmilwitsan 1 yichwi 1 zifa 
vennkatran 1 yobad 1 zrfjon 1 
vennkatryèm 1 yogbeya 1 zifwon 1 
vennsètmil 1 yokanan 1 ziglag 
vennsizan 1 yokebèd 1 zika 1 
venntnèvan 1 yokmeam 1 zikla 1 
venntwitan 1 zaanan 1 ziltayi 1 
venntwitmilsisan 1 zakaraya 1 zimna 1 
ventnèvan 1 zakariya 1 zirak 1 
vèso 1 zakarya 1 zobeba 1 
vipè 1 zakôv 1 zoelèt 1 
vitès 1 zalaf 1 zoet 
vole 1 zalèm 1 zonbi 1 
vôltije 1 zalmon 1 zonyon 1 
voup 1 zanmzoumim 1 zàp 1 
voyaj 1 zanoak 1 zoreye 1 
vyewo 1 zara 1 zouryèl 1 
wachmann 1 zaranayim 1 zouzim 1 
w'ava 1 zarenyen 1 zowobabel 1 
v/azal 1 zarinyen 1 zya 1 
witmilsisan 1 zayi 1 zyô 1 
witsan 1 zaza 1 
wîtsandizwit 1 zebida 1 
witsankarannsenk 1 zebina 1 
witsan karantan 1 zeda 1 Total unique words: 7,156 
witsankatrevennkenzan 1 zedad 1 Total occurrences: 907,952 
witsan kenzan 1 zedekya 1 
witsansetan 1 zeèb 1 
witsantrannde 1 zefa 1 
wîtsantrantan 1 zefata 1 
witsanvennde 1 zefi 1 
wogach 1 zekè 1 
wonpi 1 zèkè 1 
wonyen 1 zela 1 
wopsi 1 zele 1 
wôtè 1 zelèk 1 
wouba 1 zemarayim 1 
woulman 1 zemira 1 
wouma 1 zenas 1 
wouy 1 zenon 1 
woywoy 1 zeponnen 1 
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